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1 
1 Introduction 
Nanoparticles, which are commonly defined as particles below 100 nm, are the fundamental 
building blocks of most nanomaterial based devices. Properties of bulk materials are typically 
constant as a function of size, however, nanomaterials exhibit size dependent physical, chemical, 
magnetic, electrical and optical properties [1, 2]. Nanomaterials have the potential to profoundly 
change our economy and to improve our standard of living. Most computer hard drives, for in-
stance, contain giant tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) heads that, through nano-thin layers of 
magnetic materials, allow a significant increase in the storage capacity [3, 4]. The use of nano-
structure electrode in the lithium ion battery increases its energy capacity compared to conven-
tional lithium ion batteries [5]. Coatings based on titanium dioxide nanoparticles have self clean-
ing properties [6]. High-power and high-energy storage capacitors can be designed by use of 
nanostructured carbon as electrode materials [7]. Numerous products featuring unique properties 
of nanoscale materials are already available in market. According to ScienceDaily [8], new 
products based on nanomaterials are entering into the market at the rate of 3–4 per week. 
Silicon has been a material of great scientific and commercial interest for decades be-
cause of its high availability, cost effectiveness, biocompatibility, and compatibility with the 
well-established silicon-microelectronics technology. High-purity silicon is used in a variety of 
electronic devices, ranging from computer microchips, transistors, liquid-crystal displays, and 
semiconductor-based detectors. According to the US Geological Survey, the world’s reserves of 
silicon exceeded five million tons in 2007 — the best indicator of its importance in today’s tech-
nology [9]. Size reduction of silicon into the nano regime generates novel optical properties and 
therefore opens the way to new optoelectronic devices. Advanced applications of silicon nano-
particles (Si-NPs) in solar cells [10, 11], silicon laser [12], light emitting diodes (LEDs) [13] and 
in-vivo applications [14] make silicon a versatile material. 
This work has been part of the project “Study of Surface Modified Silicon Nanoparticles 
for Printable Optoelectronics”, which is a part of the Research Training Group GRK 1240 “Na-
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notronics — Optoelectronics and Photovoltaics from Nanoparticles” that focuses on the devel-
opment of printable optoelectronic devices from nanoparticles. For the manufacturing of silicon 
nanoparticles (Si-NPs)-based printable optoelectronic devices, the stable colloidal dispersion of 
particles is desired. Additionally, Si-NPs must provide stable optical and electrical properties in 
air to be applicable in the desired fields.  
The commercial application of Si-NPs demands large quantities of particles. Although Si-
NPs have been synthesized using various methods [15-26], gas-phase synthesis offers the possi-
bility to synthesize particles with high production rates. In addition, it provides better control 
over the process and a ready path to larger scale production. Therefore, in this study, synthesis of 
Si-NPs is carried out in a gas-phase microwave plasma reactor. By altering the experimental 
conditions in the reactor (such as microwave power, pressure and precursor concentration), Si-
NPs with various size and size distribution were produced. 
 Silicon is prone to oxidation and as a result a silicon oxide layer is formed around Si-
NPs. Lot of surface defects are found at silicon/silicon oxide interface and within silicon oxide 
[27, 28]. There has been a long debate on the mechanism of light emission from Si-NPs whether 
it originates from quantum confined silicon or defects on the surface [29-36]. In this study, the 
photoluminescence (PL) behavior of Si-NPs is examined after removing the surface oxides (and 
hence most of the surface defects) using HF. In order to distinguish the contribution from the 
quantum confined effects and surface defects, emission spectra of Si-NPs are investigated during 
their size reduction (by etching them with a mixture containing HF and HNO3 [37]) and surface 
oxidation.  
 It has been observed that surface oxidation of Si-NPs can deteriorate their optical and 
electrical properties [25, 38-40]. Additionally, oxygen deficient centers in oxide layer may also 
cause defect luminescence [35, 36]. In order to have Si-NPs based devices with stable optical 
and electrical properties, it is highly important to passivate the silicon surface against oxidation. 
It is reported that the hydrosilylation of silicon surface provides a promising route to stabilize 
their surface against oxidation as the Si-C bonds formed during this process are very stable in air 
due to high bond strength and low polarity of bonds [41, 42]. Hydrosilylation of the silicon sur-
face with various organic molecules has been extensively practiced in past [43-51]. Additionally, 
the efficiency of the functionalization activated by different methods has been examined [52]. 
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From the point of view of long-term stability of particles in air, it is also crucial to understand the 
effect of organic molecules on the functionalization efficiency and oxidation susceptibility of 
silicon. In this work, the influence of type of organic ligands on the surface coverage and long-
term stability of functionalized Si-NPs is studied.  
 As the properties of nanomaterials in general are very sensitive to their surface compo-
sition, the realization of Si-NPs based optoelectronic devices cannot be accomplished without 
proper understanding of the effects connected to surface modification. As very few studies have 
been undertaken to understand the effect of surface modification on the properties of Si-NPs [40, 
53], it still remains an open question of both scientific and technological interest that how the 
modification of silicon surface can alter its optoelectronic properties. In this study, the influence 
of surface modification on the optical and electrical properties of Si-NPs is examined. 
 In recent years, the interest in printable electronics has drastically increased because of 
cost effectiveness and the feasibility of large scale printing even on flexible substrates. Printing 
of different nanostructured materials such as Ag, Au, CdS and CdSe has been successfully dem-
onstrated [54-59]. However, the printing of Si-NPs has received very little attention [60]. In this 
study, the functionalized Si-NP ink is used to fabricate thin films on glass substrate using ink-jet 
printing. 
 Printing of Si-NPs arrange particles in two- or three dimensions, however, they are not 
connected to each other. The interconnected particles show different properties compared to in-
dividual particles [61-63]. The cross linking of various nanoparticles including Au, Pd and Pt has 
already been demonstrated in past [62-64]. However, the preparation of cross-linked Si-NPs 
network has not been realized up to now. In this study, a novel approach to form Si-NPs network 
by the cross-linking of particles with organic spacer molecules is presented.  
 Hence, this work alleviates the missing progress in Si-NPs research and opens new ave-
nues in silicon based printable optoelectronic device applications. 
 
4 
2 State of the art 
Silicon is the second most abundant element on earth´s crust after oxygen. It has revolutionized 
our lives by underpinning much of the microelectronics technology. Despite its extreme success 
in electronics, bulk silicon has not been considered a suitable material for optoelectronic applica-
tions due to its poor optical property. This is due to the fact that bulk silicon is an indirect band 
semiconductor, therefore, the fast non-radiative recombination routes dominate the slower radia-
tive recombination. Because of this reason scientists turned their interest to complex and direct 
bandgap materials such as GaAs and InP. However, these materials can not be easily integrated 
with existing silicon microelectronics and therefore are expensive [65]. In 1990, Cahnam discov-
ered that it is possible to get efficient luminescence from nanoporous silicon [66]. This exciting 
discovery re-evoked intense research interest in silicon because it renewed the hope to integrate 
light-emitting devices based on silicon with the well-established microelectronics technology. 
 The quantum confinement model can explain the increased PL from nanosized silicon. 
According to this model, the localization of the electron wavefunction increases the momentum 
uncertainty (due to Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle) and hence creates some supplement ra-
diative channels via zero-phonon transition that makes silicon a pseudo direct bandgap material 
[67-71]. Although bulk silicon shows emission in the infrared regime (Eg = 1.17 eV), it has been 
observed that the emission from red to blue can be obtained from silicon by decreasing its parti-
cle size below 5 nm. While some researchers believe that quantum confinement is responsible 
for different PL emission due to increased band gap with decreasing particle size [29], it is also 
observed that carrier trapping and recombination at surface silicon-oxygen bonds in oxidized 
silicon can cause the visible emission [30]. The origin of blue emission from silicon is the most 
controversial. There are some reports in which authors believe that the blue emission originates 
from the radiative recombination of excitons in quantum confined silicon, while others believe 
that oxidation-induced defects at the surface of silicon is responsible for it. For example, Kang 
and co-workers [72] performed a controlled oxidation of 3 nm silicon quantum dots and tuned 
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the emission from red to blue. They confirmed that the blue emission originates from the silicon 
core, as their blue-emitting quantum dots sustained their bright blue emission even after being 
etched in HF. Wolkin et al. [32] also observed blue emission from porous silicon passivated with 
hydrogen. Similarly, blue PL from oxide-free, photochemically etched silicon was obtained by 
Mizuno et al. [33]. Chen and co-workers [34] also suggested that the silicon oxide layer is not 
responsible for the blue emission in silicon as they observed a change in peak position of blue 
band upon varying the excitation wavelength. In contrast to these observations, Zhu et al. [35] 
did not observe any change in peak position of blue PL with increasing annealing temperature 
and therefore argued that blue PL originates from defect centers. Kim et al. [36] also supported 
that the defects are responsible for blue emission in silicon. They observed that the oxidation of 
blue emitting porous silicon does not cause any shift in the PL wavelength. However, in contrast 
to the observation of Kim et al. [36], Wolkin et al. [32] recorded a red shift in blue emitting por-
ous silicon after surface oxidation. Dovrat et al. [73] studied the luminescence of silicon 
nanowires and reported that the blue emission originates from the oxide defects of the cladding. 
 Because the nearly zero dimensional structure (nanoparticles or quantum dots) could 
have better optical properties compared to two dimensional (quantum well) and one dimensional 
(nanowire) structures due to increased confinement, scientists started to develop various tech-
niques to synthesize silicon nanoparticles (Si-NPs). For instance, Lwayama et al. [15-17] have 
carried out the formation of luminescing silicon quantum dots by ion implantation of Si+ into a 
silicon oxide matrix with subsequent annealing of the film. These particles show high quantum 
efficiency [74, 75], however, the major problem with this synthesis is that particles are embed-
ded in the silicon oxide matrix and have a very low production yield. Liquid-phase and inverse 
micelles routes have also been employed to synthesize Si-NPs [18-24], however, the obvious 
drawback of this method is the low production yield as well. The gas-phase synthesis of nanopar-
ticles has advantages in terms of high production rates. Li and co-workers [25] synthesized Si-
NPs from the laser pyrolysis of silane and reported the production yield of 200 mg/h. Mangolini 
[26] also reported the production of Si-NPs from the pyrolysis of silane in non-thermal plasma 
reactor and obtained a production yield up to 50 mg/h. In spite of having very high production 
rates, it has been observed that freshly synthesized Si-NPs from the gas-phase synthesis show 
very weak or no luminescence [26, 76]. In case of laser pyrolysis synthesis of Si-NPs, the intense 
heating of particles probably removes the hydrogen from their surface. It is likely that dangling 
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bonds formed as a result of hydrogen desorption quench the PL. Researchers have found that 
particles start to luminesce after the oxidation of Si-NPs in air, which is probably due to the pas-
sivation of dangling bonds during surface oxidation. The dangling bonds can trap excitons from 
radiative recombination pathways and therefore decrease the PL emission. Similar behavior has 
been observed with Si-NPs synthesized in a gas-phase microwave plasma reactor in our group. 
Mangolini [26] synthesized particles in a non-thermal plasma, which helped them to obtain H-
terminated Si-NPs. Despite having Si-H bonds on the Si-NP surface, the freshly synthesized par-
ticles show very weak luminescence. They attributed the weak PL from as-synthesized Si-NPs to 
the less perfect surface passivation compared to oxidized samples. Oxidation of the silicon sur-
face also leads to the decrease in core size of silicon, and therefore causes the blue shift of the 
emission peak. However, the oxidation of the silicon surface is a self-limiting process that leads 
to final stabilization of the PL [26, 76]. 
 It has been observed that the quantum yield of oxidized Si-NPs is not very high. Mango-
lini [26] reported the quantum yield of air oxidized Si-NPs below 10%. A lot of dangling bonds 
have been observed at the Si/SiOx interface in oxidized Si-NPs [77], which can trap excitons 
from the crystalline silicon core and lead to a low quantum yield from particles. Etching of Si-
NPs with HF improves the PL emission from Si-NPs due to removal of the most of the dangling 
bonds and the formation of a H-terminated surface (as will be discussed in this thesis). Pi et al. 
[28] observed that oxidation of freshly etched Si-NPs caused the formation of sub-stiochiometric 
silicon oxide on silicon surface compared to the oxidation of freshly synthesized particles. They 
found that a smaller ratio of O to Si in the oxides leads to a higher density of defects. As a result, 
re-oxidized Si-NPs show inferior properties compared to particles oxidized directly after the syn-
thesis. 
 As the oxidized Si-NPs show poor optical properties compared to H-terminated par-
ticles and the oxygen deficient centers in oxide layer may also cause defect luminescence, scien-
tists seek alternative ways to passivate the silicon surface. The surface passivation of Si-NPs 
with various organic molecules has been extensively examined in past by Fourier transform 
infrared spectroscopy, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and nuclear magnetic resonance spec-
troscopy [26, 37, 78, 79]. It has been observed that attachment of organic molecules on the sili-
con surfaces slows down its surface oxidation. Also, the organically capped silicon surface exhi-
bits improved PL quantum yield compared to oxidized Si-NPs [26]. Nelles et al. [40] reported 
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that the functionalized particles are stable up to 300°C, therefore, they can also be used for high-
er temperature applications. Reboredo and Galli [53] studied the influence of surface modifica-
tion on the optical property of Si-NPs. They found that the replacement of hydrogen with alkyl 
groups on silicon nanoclusters causes a change in their HOMO and LUMO energies. Their calcu-
lations suggest that the band gap of H-terminated silicon nanoclusters slightly decreases after 
alkyl termination.  
 To underpin the development of silicon based optoelectronic devices, it is also very im-
portant to understand and control of the electrical properties of Si-NPs. However, there have 
been only few reports related to the electrical properties of Si-NPs. This is due to the fact that a 
large quantity of Si-NPs is needed to form films or pellets for the electrical measurements. The 
gas-phase synthesis of Si-NPs offers the possibility to synthesize a large quantity of particles. 
Stegner et al. [38] studied the conductivity of Si-NPs, which were synthesized in a gas-phase 
microwave plasma reactor via pyrolysis of silane. They dispersed the nanoparticles in ethanol 
using a ball milling process and thereafter prepared a film of about 500 nm thickness via spin 
coating. They observed very poor conductivity of the film due to presence of an insulating oxide 
layer on the surface of the Si-NPs, however, there was an improvement in the electrical conduc-
tivity after the removal of the oxides by etching the film with HF. A further increase in conduc-
tivity of Si-NPs film has been observed after laser annealing [80]. The annealing increases the 
electrical contacts between particles due to partial melting and sintering, and therefore enhances 
the overall conductivity. They have also found that the electrical conductivity of Si-NPs can be 
further enhanced by doping Si-NPs with phosphorus and boron. However, they did not find any 
dependence of electrical conductivity with doping concentration up to 1018 atoms/cm3 and the-
reafter the conductivity increases linearly. The presence of such a critical concentration has been 
explained with the requirement of a compensation of deep trap states in Si-NPs [77]. The charge 
compensation does not reduce the number of dangling bonds in Si-NPs, therefore, the increase in 
conductivity has not been observed up to the critical concentration of dopants. Because of the 
charge compensation, the effective doping concentration in Si-NPs was found to be at least one 
order of magnitude lower than the actual doping. However, it has seen that the effective doping 
concentration in Si-NPs with diameters smaller than 12 nm drops down below three orders of 
magnitude from the actual doping level. Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) investigations 
on the phosphorus-doped Si-NPs reveal that about 5% of the phosphorus is located in the crystal-
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line silicon core, which is probably due to segregation of dopant atoms to the particle surface 
during particle growth within the reactor and the subsequent oxidation of the highly doped shell. 
Such segregation was found to be independent of particle size. As the doping of small Si-NPs is 
very inefficient and etching removes 95% of dopants from Si-NPs, the doping of particles that 
luminesce in the visible (diameter < 5 nm) is not very advantageous for applications in optoelec-
tronic devices. There is a recent study on the influence of surface modification on the electronic 
transport of Si-NPs by Nelles and co-workers [40]. They observed that the activation energy of 
electronic transport, which corresponds to the height of a barrier that an electron must overcome 
for a hopping event from one particle to the next neighbor, increases after surface oxidation of 
Si-NPs in air due to the formation of an isolating oxide shell. The removal of the oxide layer by 
etching of particles with HF decreases the activation energy, however, the functionalization of 
freshly etched surface with organic molecules further increases it. They have also shown that 
activation energy of electronic transport depends on the polarity of the organic functional groups. 
 In recent years, printing technology has attracted considerable attention due to simulta-
neous deposition and patterning of the different materials necessary to build the layers of an ac-
tive device on any substrate, preferably without the need of a clean room or post-processing. 
Additionally, it enables new applications in the field of low cost printable electronic such as tran-
sistors [81], solar cells [82] and full color displays [83]. From the point of view of cost, availabil-
ity, non-toxicity, and potential for integration into existing technologies, a high industrial de-
mand exists on the use of Si-NP inks. However, the printing of Si-NPs has received little atten-
tion because of the lack of efficient routes to form stable silicon ink. Si-NPs usually tend to ag-
gregate easily, especially when dispersed in an organic medium. Attaching organic molecules on 
Si-NPs surface improves its solubility in organic solvents. Liquid-phase synthesis of Si-NPs in 
the presence of coordinating ligands has advantages in terms of instantly forming stable colloidal 
dispersions [20], however, these synthesis processes are disadvantageous in terms of low produc-
tion rates. Unlike wet chemical routes, the plasma-assisted synthesis of Si-NP ink offers the pos-
sibility of scale up the production but these particles do not show good optical properties [84].  
 
9 
3 Methodologies 
3.1 Synthesis 
3.1.1 Microwave plasma synthesis of Si-NPs  
3.1.1.1 Background 
In a microwave plasma reactor, particle formation and growth take place in the gas-phase. In this 
approach, gases (such as Ar and H2) are injected into the reaction chamber and microwave en-
ergy is used to generate the plasma. When precursor gas is delivered into the reaction chamber, 
the decomposition of precursor molecules takes place mostly due to the high temperature of the 
plasma and a supersaturated vapor of the growth species is formed [85]. If the degree of super-
saturation is sufficient, homogeneous nucleation occurs and particles nuclei are formed. Once 
nuclei are generated, the particles are formed by coagulation and coalescence process. Apart 
from these processes, undecomposed or partially decomposed precursors take part in the growth 
of particles by surface reaction. A schematic representation of the different processes in a mi-
crowave plasma reactor is shown in Fig. 3.1.  
Fig. 3.1. Schematic representation of different processes in a microwave plasma reactor. 
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 For the synthesis of Si-NPs, silane (SiH4) is used as a precursor gas. The decomposition 
of silane can be summarized by the following simplified equation [86], 
2
k
4 2HSi SiH                                                           (3.1) 
The reaction rate can be described by a first-order rate law, which can be written as, 
p
p kN
dt
dN
                                                               (3.2) 
where Np is the number density of SiH4 molecules and k is the reaction rate constant, 







Tk
Ekk
b
aexp0                                                       (3.3) 
where k0 is the pre-exponential factor, Ea is activation energy, T is temperature and kb is the 
Boltzmann constant. From shock-tube experiments, the values of k0 and Ea/ kb are determined to 
be 2108 and 14140 K, respectively [87, 88]. 
 After the pyrolysis of precursor, clusters (nuclei) are formed from the supersaturated 
vapor of primary growth species. Only the clusters with sizes greater than the critical cluster size 
grow further. The radius of critical cluster (r*) is given by [89], 
)ln(
2*
s
m
p
pRT
Vr                                                            (3.4) 
where  is the surface energy, Vm is the molar volume, R is the universal gas constant, p is the 
partial pressure of primary growth species and ps is the equilibrium vapor pressure of clusters of 
radius r.  
 The particles inside the reaction chamber collide and stick to each other to form bigger 
particles. This process is known as coagulation. The characteristic time for coagulation (c) is 
defined as the time needed to reduce the number density of the particles to half of its initial value 
and is given by [90], 
Nc
c 
 1                                                                (3.5) 
where c is the collision frequency function and N is the number density of particles. 
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 The coagulation is followed by coalescence, which is a strong function of temperature, 
particle size and material property. The characteristic time for coalescence (s) that is needed to 
reduce the excess surface area of agglomerate over that of a sphere of the same mass by a factor 
of 0.63 is given by [91], 








Tk
ED
Td
b
D
NP
s
exp0
4

                                                        (3.6) 
where dNP is the primary particle diameter, ED is the activation energy for diffusion and D0 is the 
diffusion coefficient.  
 Depending on the characteristic time for coagulation (c) and coalescence (s), either 
soft agglomerates (c  s), hard agglomerates (c < s) or non-agglomerated spherical particles 
(c >> s) are formed [92].  
3.1.1.2 Experimental details 
In this synthesis approach, an Ar-SiH4 gas mixture (1–10% SiH4 in Ar) was used as a precursor 
gas. The operating pressure in the reaction chamber was maintained between 1 to 1000 mbar. 
The microwave generator with frequency of 2.45 GHz and the maximum microwave power of 
6000 W was used. After the synthesis, the particles were collected from the filter for further in-
vestigations. The results of Si-NPs, synthesized using different experimental conditions, are pre-
sented in Sect. 4.1.1. 
3.1.2 Etching of Si-NPs 
3.1.2.1 Background 
If silicon is exposed to air, the surface undergoes oxidation and a thin oxide layer is formed on it. 
One of the most widely used techniques to remove the oxide layer from the surface of silicon is 
to etch it with aqueous HF. HF is a weak acid and it does not fully dissociate in the solution. Fur-
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thermore, it can dimerize and the dimers can release one proton (H+). The equilibrium constants 
between the H+, F–, HF2– and H2F2 species at 25°C are [93, 94], 
41085.6
[HF]
]][F[H    mol/m3                                               (3.7) 
963.3
] [HF][F
][HF2 

 m3/mol                                                  (3.8) 
2.7
 [HF]
]F[H
2
22   m3/mol                                                      (3.9) 
 The etching of silicon surface with HF solution involves the dissolution of silicon oxide 
and the formation of H-terminated surface. The dissolution mechanism of silicon oxide is pro-
posed by Konotter [95] and schematically presented in Fig. 3.2a. The presence of silanol groups 
(“A”) on the surface of the oxide layer facilitates the etching process, which can be transformed 
to species “B” after the addition of a proton. The first reaction step involves the elimination of 
OH– or H2O from the surface silanol unit (“A” or “B”) and the formation of reactive intermediate 
“C”. The OH– group is not easy to remove from the surface and the formation of Si+ intermediate 
is also not very stable. The H2F2 and HF2– can assist the elimination of OH– by coordination with 
the HF part parallel to the OH side of the silanol group (Fig. 3.2b), which brings the F atoms of 
H2F2 or HF2– close to the silicon atom. Therefore, the elimination and addition reaction take 
place consecutively and the reaction product “D” is formed. Monofluorides, such as HF and F–, 
are not able to do this. Furthermore, HF2– ions are more reactive than H2F2 because the F-H-F 
angle is larger in the HF2– ion than in the square shaped H2F2 molecule. The larger angle brings 
the F– ion closer to the reactive site. After the Si-F unit is formed, three subsequent nucleophilic 
substitution reactions will break SiF4 units out of the silicon oxide matrix and bring the surface 
back into its initial form (“E”), where silanol group unit has to be replaced by a Si-F unit to con-
tinue the etching process. After complete dissolution of the oxide layer, an F-terminated silicon 
surface is formed. 
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Fig. 3.2. (a) Reaction mechanism of the dissolution of silicon oxide in aqueous HF. (b) HF2– as-
sisted OH– elimination reaction with consecutive F– addition. 
 The F-terminated silicon surface, which is formed after the dissolution of the oxide 
layer during etching with HF, is followed with the formation of H-terminated surface. The me-
chanism of H-termination from F-terminated surface is schematically depicted in Fig. 3.3 [96, 
97]. The initial stage of the surface after complete removal of the oxide layer is shown in (A). 
Due to ionic nature of the Si-F bond, positive charge (+) is induced on the attached silicon atom 
and negative charge (-) on the second layer of silicon. This polarization allows the insertion of 
HF into the Si-Si bond leading to fluorination of the surface silicon and hydrogenation of second 
layer of silicon (B). The increasing fluorination of the SiF2 group over SiF makes the silicon 
more electropositive and thereby increasing its proclivity with F–. This leads to the formation of 
SiF3 (C), which further increases the positive charge on silicon and enhances the propensity of F– 
for the next attack. As a result, the H-terminated silicon surface is formed with the removal of 
surface silicon atoms as SiF4 (D).  
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Fig. 3.3. Schematic representation of the formation of H-terminated silicon surface.  
3.1.2.2 Experimental details 
In this work, the etching of Si-NPs was carried out with HF in a glove box under a dry nitrogen 
atmosphere. In a typical experiment, 40 mg of as-synthesized Si-NPs were dispersed into 5 ml of 
methanol using mild sonication and thereafter they were etched inside the glove box with 10 ml 
of HF (49 wt. %). The dispersion was stirred for about 5 min at room temperature and then the 
particles were filtered on a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane filter (pore size 0.1 m). 
For the size reduction of Si-NPs, a mixture containing HF (10 ml, 49 wt. %) and HNO3 (1 ml, 69 
wt. %) was added to the suspension of Si-NPs in methanol. The solution was vigorously stirred 
during the process to achieve homogeneous etching. The etching procedure was stopped by dilut-
ing the solution with methanol and immediate filtration of particles on a filter. After the filtra-
tion, particles were rinsed with HF and dispersed in a solvent. Thereafter, the suspension was 
transported from the glove box to the measurement setup within an airtight glass bottle in order 
to avoid air exposure. The experimental results of etched Si-NPs are presented in Sect. 4.1.2. 
3.1.3 Surface functionalization of Si-NPs 
3.1.3.1 Background 
Attaching molecular layers on silicon surface has been the focus of much attention due to its 
ability to control the chemical, electrical and optical properties of the underlying silicon. Chemi-
cal properties, such as polarity or hydrophilicity can be tuned by engineering the functional 
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group attached to silicon surface [43, 98-100]. Electrical properties such as conductance through 
silicon-based circuits can be modulated with the absorption of unique organic molecules [101]. 
Additionally, it is seen that that the organic group on silicon surface alter its energy band and 
therefore change its optical properties [53].  
 Attachment of organic molecules can be carried out on the oxidized as well as H-
terminated silicon surfaces [102-104]. The oxide layer on silicon surface is not desired for cer-
tain applications (e.g. solar cells) due to its insulating nature. Also, the formation of organic mo-
nolayer on the oxidized surface separates the underlying crystalline silicon from any functionali-
ty placed on the top. Hydrosilylation of H-terminated silicon surface with alkene or alkynes is 
one of the most effective and delicate method to synthesize organosilicon compounds as it allows 
the attachment of the chemical functionalities directly to the silicon through a Si–C bond.  
The mechanism of hydrosilylation of silicon surface with alkenes is schematically pre-
sented in Fig. 3.4 [104]. The H-terminated silicon surface that is obtained directly after HF etch-
ing is shown in (A). The reaction starts with a homolytic cleavage of the surface Si-H bonds, 
which can be achieved by several methods such as free radical initiators, thermal energy (ther-
mally induced hydrosilylation) and UV light (photoinitiated hydrosilylation). Due to homolytic 
cleavage of the surface Si-H bond, a silicon dangling bond is formed (B). The silicon dangling 
bond is believed to react with the C=C bond of an alkene to form the Si-C bond and leaving a -
CH radical on the immobilized organic molecule (C). Thereafter, the remaining carbon based 
radical abstracts hydrogen from the neighboring Si-H group (D) and the new silicon dangling 
bond allows the hydrosilylation reaction to proceed. This mechanism has been verified by a 
number of experimental studies. For example, scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) has been 
used to directly observe the growth of molecular island formation around isolated reaction initia-
tion sites [105, 106]. Additionally, studies using deuterated silicon (with surface Si-D bonds) 
have shown that as the reaction proceeds, deuterium incorporation into the organic film (as C-D) 
occurs [106]. The white light activated hydrosilylation reaction based on the absorption of a pho-
ton from the silicon crystal, formation of an exciton and interaction of the free exciton with an 
alkene is also proposed [104].  
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Fig. 3.4. Reaction mechanism for hydrosilylation of a H-terminated silicon surface with alkene. 
Hydrosilylation of flat single crystalline silicon, porous silicon and Si-NPs surface has 
been extensively practiced in past. For example, Linford et al. [43] prepared a high-quality alkyl 
monolayers on Si(111) surface by reaction of alkenes and alkynes with the H-terminated silicon 
upon free-radical initiation with diacyl peroxides. Similar work has been done by Sieval et al. 
[99] to prepare stable Si-C linked functionalized monolayers on the H-terminated Si(100) sur-
face. Fabre et al. [44] derivatized the Si(111) surface with a thiophene-terminated alkyl mono-
layer for preparing a conducting film. Buriak et al. [45] and Boukherroub et al. [46] coated H-
terminated surfaces of Si(111) and porous silicon with alkenyl and alkyl functionalities in the 
presence of Lewis acid catalysts. They also conducted thermal reactions of alcohols and alde-
hydes with Si(111)-H to form Si-OH2R films [47] and used UV irradiation to link ethyl undecy-
lenate to Si(111) surface [48]. Schmeltzer et al. [49] prepared alkenyl- and alkyl-terminated sur-
faces by hydride abstraction with triphenylcarbenium cations in the presence of terminal alkynes 
and alkenes. Derivatization of porous silicon by Grignard reagents at room temperature was done 
by Kim et al. [107]. Stewart et al. [50, 51] applied white-light promoted reactions for hydrosily-
lation of alkenes and alkynes on silicon nanocrystals. Nelles et al. [52] showed the modification 
of free standing Si-NPs surface with thermal-, radical-, Lewis acid- and UV induced hydrosilyla-
tion and compared their hydrosilylation efficiency.  
3.1.3.2 Experimental details 
In the present work, surface functionalization of H-terminated Si-NPs was carried out by photoi-
nitiated or thermally induced hydrosilylation with alkenes. For this purpose, freshly etched Si-
NPs were dispersed in 5 ml of alkene inside a nitrogen filled glove box directly after filtration 
and the suspension was transported outside the glove box within an airtight glass bottle in order 
to avoid air exposure. Thereafter, the surface functionalization was accomplished by either ex-
posing the above dispersion to UV light (photoinitiated hydrosilylation) or heating in an oil bath 
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(thermally induced hydrosilylation). The wavelength of UV light and the temperature used for 
functionalization is mentioned in each section of the results and discussion part separately. In 
photoinitiated hydrosilylation, the alkene and Si-NPs dispersion was exposed from all directions 
with UV light. A triangular shaped UV reactor, containing two NU81-254 nm/366 nm VWR UV 
light source at each triangular position, was used for this purpose. However, the surface functio-
nalization of particles discussed in Sect. 4.2.2.1 was carried out using a Rayonet photochemical 
cylindrical reactor equipped with 16RPR-254 nm UV tubes. The dispersion was stirred conti-
nuously during the UV exposure/heating in oil bath for homogeneous reaction.  
3.1.4 Ink-jet printing of Si-NPs  
3.1.4.1 Background 
A piezoelectric ink-jet printer was used for the printing of Si-NPs as schematic depicted in Fig. 
3.5. The printer operates in drop-on-demand mode, where an acoustic pulse ejects ink droplets 
from a reservoir through a nozzle. In piezoelectric ink-jet printers, the deformation of piezoelec-
tric material causes a sudden volume change and hence generates an acoustic pulse. The pressure 
wave in the ink chamber propagates to the nozzle orifice, where a droplet is ejected. To eject the 
droplet, the energy of the pressure wave should be greater than the surface tension energy of the 
droplet.  
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Fig. 3.5. Schematic diagram of piezoelectric ink-jet printer [108]. 
3.1.4.2 Experimental details 
In the present study, a colloidal dispersion of functionalized Si-NPs in ethyl undecylenate was 
used to fabricate films on glass substrates using a piezoelectric Dimatix 2800 ink-jet printer. This 
printer can create and define patterns over an area of about 200 × 300 mm2 and handle substrates 
up to 25 mm thick with an adjustable vertical height. Prior to printing, the glass substrates were 
cleaned in piranha solution (3:1 volumetric mixture of sulfuric acid and hydrogen peroxide) for 
30 min followed by rinsing several times in water and dried in a stream of nitrogen. A very low 
concentration of particles in the ink (~ 0.4 wt. %) was prepared with a viscosity of 2.3 mPa/s and 
a surface tension of 31 mN/m. The cartridge was filled with 1.5 ml of Si-NPs dispersion and the 
droplet volume jetted from the cartridge was equal to 10 picoliter. The printing was carried out at 
13 V and a frequency of 3 kHz. The substrate temperature was set at 60°C and multiple layers of 
Si-NPs were printed on the substrate in a layer-by-layer fashion. The computer controlled print 
head was moved in two dimensions to write structures on the substrate. There was a 10 min de-
lay between two successively printed layers. 
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3.2 Characterization 
3.2.1 X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
3.2.1.1 Background 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a characterization technique by which the arrangement of atoms with-
in a crystal can be determined. Additionally, it can also provide other information about the ma-
terial such as average crystallite size and residual stress. XRD is based on the phenomenon of the 
wave interferences, in which two electromagnetic waves with the same wavelength travelling in 
the same direction can either reinforce or cancel each other depending on their phase difference.  
 X-ray beam incident on a crystalline solid is diffracted by the crystallographic planes as 
illustrated in Fig. 3.6. According to Bragg law, the diffracted beam shows constructive interfe-
rence if the following relation is satisfied, 
	 nd hkl sin2                                                         (3.10) 
where dhkl is the spacing between diffracting planes with Miller indices (hkl),  is the incident 
angle,  is the wavelength of x-ray and n is an integer number. The spacing between planes with 
Miller indices (hkl) are related to the lattice parameter of the crystal structure. For example, for a 
cubic crystal structure with lattice constant a, the relationship is given by, 
222 lkh
adhkl

                                                      (3.11) 
Combining equations (3.10) and (3.11), the following relationship is obtained, 
)(
4
sin 2222
2
2 lkh
a

	                                                  (3.12) 
This equation predicts, for a particular incident wavelength  and a particular cubic crystal of 
unit cell with size a, all the possible Bragg angles at which diffraction can occur from plane 
(hkl).  
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Fig. 3.6. Diffraction of x-rays from crystal planes. The dotted lines and solid circles represent the 
crystal planes and atom positions in a crystal, respectively.  
 In a powder material, all the diffraction directions of the lattice can be attained by vary-
ing the incident angle due to the random orientation of the powdered material. A spectrum of 
diffraction intensity versus the angle between incident and diffracted beam (2	) is recorded by 
changing the incident angle (	) of the x-ray beam. These relative intensities coupled with 2	 val-
ues can be assigned to a specific material, thus it is used as a material characterization technique. 
Furthermore, the crystallite size (L) of the material can be calculated from the full width at half 
maximum (FWHM) () of the diffraction peaks using Scherrer’s equation, 
	

cos
9.0
L                                                            (3.13) 
Note that the average crystallite size of particle may differ from the mean particle size as it only 
gives the information about the ordered domains. 
 Rietveld refinement is a technique to analyze XRD data, which calculates the intensity 
profile using a model (Icalc) and refines it until it matches with the measured profile (Iexp). For 
this purpose a weighted profile R-factor (Rwp) is defined to compare the difference between the 
model and the measured data [109], 
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where wi is equal to (Iiexp)–0.5. The value of Rwp indicates the quality of the fit. The lower the val-
ue of Rwp, the better the agreement between the model and the measured data. 
3.2.1.2 Experimental details 
In this study, the crystalline structure and crystallite size of Si-NPs were determined by XRD 
using a PANalytical x-ray diffractometer (X´Pert PRO). The diffractometer is equipped with Ni-
filtered Cu-K (1.54 Å) x-ray radiation source operated at 40 kV and 40 mA. The diffraction data 
(2 = 20° to 120°) were analyzed by Rietveld refinement with the help of the MAUD program 
[109]. 
3.2.2 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
3.2.2.1 Background 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a powerful technique to investigate the crystallo-
graphic structure, defects, interfaces and grain boundaries as it provides resolution down to the 
atomic level. The transmission electron microscope functions similar to a light microscope. The 
main difference is that the electrons are focused on a substrate with the aid of the electromagnet-
ic lens in the TEM instead of glass lenses for visible light in a light microscope. In TEM, the 
electrons are generated either by thermionic emission (e.g. electrically heated LaB6 filament) or 
by field emission (e.g. tungsten filament). In thermionic emission, the electrons are generated by 
heating the cathode filament to a high temperature. If the thermal energy is sufficiently high that 
electrons can overcome the work function, then the electrons can leave the material. In field 
emission, electrons tunnel out of the material when an intense field is applied to it, therefore, it 
requires a very sharp, needle-shaped cathode.  
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 In TEM, image contrast arises because of the scattering of the incident beam by the 
sample. The electron wave can change both the amplitude and phase as it transverses the sample, 
and both kinds of change give rise to image contrast. In TEM different types of contrasts can be 
arise, such as diffraction contrast, mass-thickness contrast and phase contrast. Coherent elastic 
interaction of electrons with crystalline object produces diffraction contrast in the TEM image. 
The mass-thickness contrast arises from incoherent (Rutherford) elastic scattering of electrons. A 
phase contrast image requires the selection of more than one beam (two or more beams). The 
contrast in image is formed by either constructive or destructive interference of beams.  
 TEM can be used in different imaging modes. These modes can be chosen by selecting 
either the undiffracted beam or the diffracted beam or both (Fig. 3.7). If the objective aperture is 
selected such that it only allows the direct beam to pass, a bright field (BF) image is formed. If 
the diffracted beam is only allowed to pass through the objective aperture, a dark field (DF) im-
age is formed. Mass thickness and diffraction contrast contribute to the image in these modes. 
Areas belonging to crystalline regions selecting their Bragg beams appear with bright contrast in 
DF mode and dark in BF imaging mode. A high resolution TEM (HR-TEM) image is formed by 
allowing the directed beam together with diffracted beams through the aperture. In HR-TEM, 
only phase contrast contributes to the image.  
 
Fig. 3.7. Schematic illustration of the formation of bright field image (left), dark field image 
(middle) and HR-TEM image (right). Reproduced from [110]. 
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3.2.2.2 Experimental details 
In the present work, the crystallinity, size, shape and morphology of Si-NPs were analyzed by 
using conventional TEM (Philips CM-12, operating at 120 kV) and HR-TEM (Philips CM-20, 
operating at 200 kV). Samples for TEM were prepared by immersing the carbon-coated copper 
grids into a dispersion of the Si-NPs in methanol/chloroform, followed by evaporation of the 
solvent. 
3.2.3 Impedance spectroscopy (IS) 
3.2.3.1 Background 
Impedance spectroscopy (IS) is a technique to study electrical properties of a material. In this 
process, an electrical AC stimulus (a known AC voltage or current) is applied to a material (de-
posited between two electrodes) and the corresponding response (voltage or current) is analyzed 
[111]. It is assumed that the properties of electrode-material system are time invariant. Several 
methods exist to induce stimuli for impedance measurement. However, the most common ap-
proach involves the measurement of impedance directly in the frequency domain by applying a 
single-frequency AC voltage to the interface. The measurements can be performed over a wide 
frequency range from mHz to MHz. Each measurement is consequently followed by measuring 
the phase shift as well as the amplitude of the resulting signal at that frequency. 
 The electric transport through a percolation network of Si-NPs (e.g. a compressed 
powder) can be represented by a simplified sketch as shown in Fig. 3.8a. The total impedance 
measured from Si-NPs pellets should come from three different contributions; particle-electrode 
contact, particle core and particle-particle contacts. Figure 3.8b shows the equivalent circuit dia-
gram of different contributions of impedance. The resistors Rc account for the contribution of the 
core of Si-NPs, whereas, the particle-particle contacts can be represented by a resistor Rp-p and a 
capacitor Cp-p in parallel. Similarly, the particle-electrode contact can be represented by a resistor 
Rp-e and a capacitor Cp-e in parallel. A typical representation of the total impedance (Z) is com-
posed of a real part (Z´) and an imaginary part (Z´´). If the real part is plotted on the horizontal 
axis and the imaginary part on the vertical axis, this representation is called “Nyquist plot”. 
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Fig. 3.8. (a) A schematic representation of electric transport through Si-NPs, and (b) the equiva-
lent AC circuit diagram of different contributions of impedance. 
3.2.3.2 Experimental details 
In this study, the electrical conductivity of Si-NPs was measured with an impedance spectrome-
ter (HP 4192A) in the frequency range between 10 Hz and 10 MHz with 20 frequency points per 
decade. For the measurements, thin pellets of Si-NPs were prepared by pressing about 10 mg of 
the powder uniaxially into thin pellets of 5 mm diameter using a hydraulic press and applying a 
force of 20 kN for 30 min. The thickness of the pellet is about 0.2 mm and the green density 
turned out to be about 60% of bulk density. The compressed pellets were sandwiched between 
two platinum disks and mounted in the measurement cell between two platinum electrodes. The 
diameter of the compressed pellets exactly matches the diameter of the platinum disks to prevent 
the short cuts between the disks. The complete measurement setup consists of the measurement 
cell (Fig. 3.9), which was placed into a gas-tight ceramic tube with gas inlet and outlet at its 
ends. The ceramic tube was heated in a temperature-controlled tube furnace to adjust the temper-
ature of the sample. The impedance measurements were performed in hydrogen (Air Liquide 
5.0) and argon (Air Liquide 5.0) atmospheres. For the temperature dependent conductivity, pel-
lets were heated from 100 to 400°C with a step size of 25°C and the impedance was measured at 
each temperature point after the temperature has stabilized. Each sample did undergo three ramp 
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cycles. The first ramp was performed for annealing the sample under hydrogen atmosphere. 
Then the pellet was allowed to cool down to 50°C in the same atmosphere and thereafter the 
second and third ramp were performed to collect and verify the data, respectively. 
 
Fig. 3.9. A schematic representation of the measurement setup for impedance spectroscopy. 
3.2.4 Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy 
3.2.4.1 Background 
Infrared spectroscopy is based on the phenomenon of infrared absorption due to molecular vibra-
tions. When a molecule is irradiated by electromagnetic waves within the infrared frequency 
range, one particular frequency may match the vibration frequency of the molecule. Consequent-
ly, that frequency is absorbed by the molecule to excite the molecular vibration. In infrared spec-
troscopy, the electromagnetic waves are characterized by the wavenumber 
~  which is defined as 
the reciprocal of wavelength  and in the unit of cm–1, 
    


 1~                (3.15) 
The energy E of the electromagnetic wave can be given by, 
    


hhcE            (3.16) 
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where 
 is the frequency of electromagnetic wave, h is the Planck´s constant and c is the speed of 
light. Therefore, the wavenumber can also be expressed as, 
hc
E
c



~          (3.17) 
It is clear from the above expression that the wavenumber is directly proportional to the energy 
of the electromagnetic wave. The infrared spectrum ranges from 4000 to 400 cm–1. 
 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is an infrared spectroscopy technique in 
which the Fourier transformation method is used to obtain an infrared spectrum in the whole 
range of wavenumber simultaneously. It differs from the dispersive method, which entails creat-
ing a spectrum by collecting signals at each wavenumber separately. The principle of FTIR is 
based on the Michelson interferometer, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.10. The infrared 
beam splits into two beams by a beam splitter. The two beams strike a fixed mirror and a moving 
mirror, respectively. The recombination of the two beams caused interference before passing the 
sample. The function of the moving mirror is to change the path length between two split beams. 
The two beams show constructive and destructive interference periodically with continuous 
change in the path length. The plot of sum of all interference intensity, created by each wave-
length in the beam, as a function of optical path difference is called interferogram. The Fourier 
transformation is performed by a computer to convert the interferogram into an infrared spec-
trum. The Fourier transformation between a function in time (t) domain and its corresponding 
one in the frequency () domain is given by, 
 


 dtetfF ti
!
 )(
2
1)(     (3.18) 
The Fourier transformation converts the intensity versus the optical path difference to the intensi-
ty versus the wavenumber. The optical path difference can be considered to be in the time do-
main because it is obtained by multiplying time with the speed of a moving mirror. The wave-
number can be considered in the frequency domain as it is equal to the frequency divided by the 
speed of light. 
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Fig. 3.10. Schematic diagram of a FTIR spectrometer with a Michelson interferometer. 
The vertical axis in the FTIR spectrum is often presented by the transmittance T or the absor-
bance A. The transmittance is the ratio of intensities transmitted by the sample (I) to the incident 
intensity Io, 
oI
IT                  (3.19) 
The transmission if often expressed as %T. The absorbance can be calculated from the transmit-
tance using following relationship, 
TA 10log       (3.20) 
 The diffuse reflectance method is primarily used to acquire the infrared spectra of 
powders and solids with rough surface. The description of diffuse reflectance is based on a one 
dimensional model, where the optical properties of the sample are given by two relevant con-
stants, i.e. the absorption and the scattering coefficients. This phenomenon is accounted by the 
Kubelka-Munk equation [112], 
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     (3.21) 
where K denotes the absorption modulus, S is the scattering modulus and R is the degree of ref-
lection on the sample with sufficient thickness that no radiation reaches the back surface. 
3.2.4.2 Experimental details 
In the present work, FTIR measurements on Si-NPs were carried out at room temperature using a 
Bruker IFS66v/S spectrometer. The spectra were measured in the wavenumber range from 800 
cm–1 to 3100 cm–1. An average of 100 scans was acquired at a spectral resolution of 2 cm–1. The 
measurements in transmission mode were performed by making thin pellets of potassium bro-
mide (KBr) and Si-NPs mixture. The mixture was prepared by spreading a few drops of chloro-
form dispersion of Si-NPs onto a mortar and blending with KBr powder after the evaporation of 
chloroform. The diffused reflectance measurements were performed directly on dry powders. 
FTIR spectra of functionalized Si-NPs were taken after separating the particles from their respec-
tive alkene solution by centrifugation, subsequent washing with methanol and drying in vacuum. 
3.2.5 Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy  
3.2.5.1 Background 
Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy is based on the interaction between elec-
tromagnetic radiation and magnetic moment of electrons. In this method, the resonance absorp-
tion of microwave radiation by paramagnetic molecules or ion centers, containing at least one 
unpaired electron, is studied in the presence of a magnetic field.  
 The basic physical concepts of EPR are analogous to those of nuclear magnetic reson-
ance (NMR), but it is electron spins that are excited instead of spins of atomic nuclei. Every elec-
tron has a magnetic moment and spin quantum number s = 1/2, with magnetic components ms = 
+1/2 and ms = –1/2. In the presence of an external magnetic field, the magnetic moment of elec-
tron aligns itself either antiparallel (ms = +1/2) or parallel (ms = –1/2) to the field. This effect is 
called Zeeman effect. The antiparallel and parallel alignments correspond to the higher energy 
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(E) and lower energy (E) state, respectively (Fig. 3.11). The energy separation E- between 
parallel and antiparallel alignments depends on the magnetic field B according to the following 
equation, 
BgEEE B                                                 (3.22) 
where B is the Bohr magneton and g is called g-factor (spectroscopic splitting factor). For an 
electron in vacuum, g is equal to 2.00232 [113].  
 
Fig. 3.11. Energy-level diagram for a single electron in vacuum as a function of external magnet-
ic field. 
 In thermal equilibrium, the  and  states are distributed in such a way that more elec-
trons are in the lower state. The ratio between number of  spins (N) and number of  spins 
(N) depends on temperature and is given by the Boltzmann distribution law, 
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where kb is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature. When the sample is placed 
in a magnetic field and microwave radiation with frequency 
 is applied, then the electron spin in 
the  state absorbs this energy if the energy of the microwave radiation (h
) coincides with the 
energy difference between  and , 
Bgh B
                                                             (3.24) 
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where h is Planck’s constant and 
 is the frequency of the microwave radiation. The equation 
(3.24) suggests that two possible ways for performing EPR experiment as illustrated in Fig. 3.12. 
The first method consists of placing a spin ensemble in a constant magnetic field Bo and irradiat-
ing the sample with a linearly variable frequency (Fig. 3.12a). When the frequency matches the 
resonance conditions for the magnetic field Bo, microwave radiation is absorbed and the absorp-
tion is revealed by a microwave detector. In an alternative way, the sample is irradiated with a 
constant microwave frequency (
o) in a linearly variable magnetic field (Fig. 3.12b). When the 
magnetic field reaches the resonance condition, the microwave radiation is absorbed. In practice, 
the measurements are performed by keeping the microwave frequency constant and recording its 
absorption by varying the magnetic field. 
 
Fig. 3.12. Two alternative ways to measure the EPR spectrum: (a) placing the sample in a con-
stant magnetic field and varying the microwave frequency, and (b) irradiating the sample with a 
constant microwave frequency in a linearly variable magnetic field. 
3.2.5.2 Experimental details 
In the present study, the EPR measurements on Si-NPs were performed at room temperature with 
a conventional continuous wave X-band spectrometer and a TE102 cavity (Bruker). For EPR 
measurements, about 1 mg of particles were filled into small teflon tubes which were then placed 
in a conventional Suprasil quartz EPR sample holder. A lock-in amplifier was used for the detec-
tion of the EPR signal with a modulation of the magnetic field at 100 kHz. All spectra were nor-
malized to the mass of the sample. 
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3.2.6 Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy  
3.2.6.1 Background 
Photoluminescence (PL) is the emission of radiation induced by the optical excitation of a sub-
stance with an external source of light. The PL emission from nanosized silicon has been exten-
sively studied in past [114-118]. Meier et al. [114], developed a model to compute the PL emis-
sion spectra of Si-NPs from a given size distribution. They observed that the oscillator strength, 
which is proportional to the recombination rate of excitons, increases with increasing PL emis-
sion energy due to strong confinement in smaller nanoparticles. The energy dependence of the 
oscillator strength (fosc) for Si-NPs is given by, 
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where Eg is electronic band gap of Si-NP in eV. According to Deleure et al. [119], the particle 
size-dependent band gap of Si-NPs can be written as, 
39.10
73.3
NP
g d
EE                        (3.26) 
where E0 is the electronic band gap of bulk silicon in eV and dNP is the diameter of Si-NP in nm. 
By introducing the effect of size dependent change in the lattice parameter of Si-NPs on the band 
gap, Ledoux et al. [120] proposed a modified size dependent band gap for Si-NPs, 
245.0881.073.3 39.10 
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EE                      (3.27) 
Meier et al. used equation (3.26) to calculate the size dependence of the oscillator strength, 
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For the particle size distribution, they assumed a lognormal size distribution, 
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where dp is the mean particle diameter and g is the geometrical standard deviation. Assuming 
that each nanoparticle at room temperature acts as an inhomogeneous broadened emitter with a 
spectral width of E, which is in the order of few meV,the PL intensity of a single particle (INP) 
with a peak emission energy of Eg can be given by, 
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The PL emission of a nanoparticles ensemble with mean particle diameter dP and geometrical 
standard deviation g is given by, 
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It has been shown that measured PL spectra of Si-NPs and those calculated using above model fit 
nicely with each other [114].  
3.2.6.2 Experimental details 
In this study, different PL measurements on Si-NPs were performed at room temperature using 
either a Nd:YAG laser as an excitation source operated at a wavelength of 532 nm, or a diode 
laser operated at wavelength of 405 nm or a Perkin-Elmer LS 50 fluorescence spectrometer with 
350 nm excitation. All the PL measurements were done at room temperature. All photographs of 
luminescing Si-NPs were taken by exposing them with the UV lamp ( = 366 nm).  
3.2.7 Photoluminescence quantum yield (QY)  
3.2.7.1 Background 
The photoluminescence quantum yield (QY) gives the efficiency of the photoluminescence 
process. It is defined as the ratio of the number of photons emitted to the number of photons ab-
sorbed.  
                           QY = number of photons emitted/ number of photons absorbed                  (3.32)                       
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3.2.7.2 Experimental details 
In order to measure the quantum yield of colloidal Si-NPs, a blue LED ( = 390 nm) was used to 
excite the sample. First, the baseline PL measurement was performed using pure solvent in 
which the particles were dispersed. The baseline measurement only shows the excitation peak of 
the blue LED at 390 nm. In the second step, the PL of colloidal Si-NPs was measured, which has 
a reduced intensity of the excitation peak at 390 nm due to absorption by Si-NPs and a PL emis-
sion peak. For the calculation of QY, the integration of the excitation and luminescence spectra 
was performed. The following quantities were obtained, 
 
excitation
, )(  dIL bs          (3.33) 
and, 
 
luminesce
, )(  dIP sb           (3.34) 
where I() is the spectral irradiation and  is the wavelength. The subscript s and b denote the 
sample and the baseline, respectively. If there is no luminescence signal in the baseline mea-
surement (Pb = 0), then the quantum yield can be calculated using following equation [121], 
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4 Results and discussion 
4.1 Synthesis and surface modification of Si-NPs 
In this section, the synthesis of Si-NPs using a microwave plasma reactor is presented. Addition-
ally, the influence of etching and surface functionalization on the structural and surface proper-
ties of Si-NPs is examined.  
4.1.1 Synthesis of Si-NPs 
The microwave plasma reactor used for the synthesis of Si-NPs is schematically depicted in Fig. 
4.1. The synthesis setup mainly consists of a quartz tube, microwave source and the gas delivery 
system. Along with the diluent gases (Ar and H2), the precursor gas (SiH4 in Ar) is injected coax-
ially into the reaction chamber. The quartz tube is mounted within the microwave cavity, where 
the microwave energy is coupled with gases and forms plasma. The decomposition of the precur-
sor takes place within the plasma, which eventually forms Si-NPs by nucleation and growth 
processes (see Sect. 3.1.1 for details).  
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Fig. 4.1. Schematic diagram of experimental setup for the synthesis of Si-NPs in a microwave 
plasma reactor. 
 With this synthesis approach, single crystalline Si-NPs can be synthesized with high 
production rates (0.1–10 g/h). The size of the Si-NPs can be tailored by changing the total gas 
pressure in the reaction chamber, SiH4 concentration and the microwave power. The influence of 
these parameters on the size of Si-NPs has been reported previously [122]. For the present re-
search, Si-NPs with the following experimental conditions were synthesized, 
Experimental condition I: 
Microwave power (W) 1800 
Total gas pressure (mbar)  200 
SiH4 concentration (ppm) 15873 
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Experimental condition II: 
Microwave power (W) 1500 
Total gas pressure (mbar)  40 
SiH4 concentration (ppm) 260 
 
Experimental condition III: 
Microwave power (W) 900 
Total gas pressure (mbar)  20 
SiH4 concentration (ppm) 4195 
 
 The TEM images of Si-NPs synthesized using the experimental condition I are shown in 
Fig. 4.2. It is clear from the TEM images that the particles have spherical and facetted mor-
phologies (Fig. 4.2a). The lattice fringes in the HR-TEM images indicate that particles are crys-
talline in nature. Due to surface oxidation, the Si-NPs are covered with a roughly 1-2 nm thick 
oxide shell, as manifested by the amorphous layer around the crystalline core. Due to collision of 
particles inside the reaction chamber, soft and hard agglomerated particles can be formed (Fig. 
4.2a, Fig. 4.2b). Additionally, the particles can be aggregated outside the reactor upon oxidation 
due to formation of wrapping oxide shell around softly agglomerated particles as revealed in Fig. 
4.2c. The particles have a very broad size distribution. The particle size distribution was meas-
ured from the TEM images with the help of image processing software Digital Micrograph. The 
size distribution of particles was found to fit well to a lognormal size distribution with mean par-
ticle diameter (dp) of 52 nm and geometric standard deviation (g) of 1.5 (Fig. 4.2d).  
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Fig. 4.2. (a) Bright field TEM image of as-synthesized Si-NPs. Inset is an HR-TEM image of 
non-agglomerated particle covered with an amorphous oxide shell on the circumference. (b) The 
HR-TEM image shows the grain boundary of agglomerated crystalline particles (indicated by an 
arrow). (c) The HR-TEM image reveals the agglomeration of particles due to the formation of an 
oxide layer. (d) Histogram of the particle size distribution of as-synthesized Si-NPs.  
 The crystal structure and crystalline size of as-synthesized Si-NPs is determined by 
XRD. The measured XRD pattern of as-synthesized Si-NPs with their miller indices is shown in 
Fig. 4.3 The diffraction data (2 = 20° to 120°) were analyzed by Rietveld refinement using the 
program MAUD [109]. The findings reveal that as-synthesized Si-NPs are crystalline in nature 
and have a diamond cubic structure. The calculated average crystalline diameter of as-
synthesized Si-NPs is 75.4±0.2 nm, which is different from the mean particle diameter calculated 
from the TEM image analysis. The deviation of particle size determined by TEM and XRD can 
be explained in terms of different quantities assessed by two different techniques. For example, 
the XRD measurement gives crystalline size of the particles, whereas the size distribution calcu-
lated from the TEM image analysis also includes particles with amorphous structure and 
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amorphous surface layers. Additionally, small particles are difficult to distinguished in agglome-
rates from TEM and big particles are overemphasized in XRD measurement [123]. 
 
Fig. 4.3. XRD pattern of as-synthesized Si-NPs. The Bragg peaks are labeled with their Miller 
indices. 
 TEM images of Si-NPs synthesized using the experimental conditions II are shown in 
Fig. 4.4. These particles are crystalline in nature and have an apparent spherical shape. The Fast 
Fourier Transformation (FFT) analysis (Fig. 4.4c) of the HR-TEM image (Fig. 4.4b) reveals that 
the Si-NPs have diamond structure with a lattice parameter of 0.557#0.003 nm. A statistical 
analysis of 735 Si-NPs gives a lognormal particle size distribution with dp of about 13.2 nm and 
g of 1.4 (Fig. 4.4d).  
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Fig. 4.4. (a) Bright field TEM image of as-synthesized Si-NPs, inset shows an HR-TEM image 
of particle with spherical morphology. (b) HR-TEM image of a particle with facetted surface. (c) 
FFT pattern of the HR-TEM image of particle shown in (b). (d) Histogram of the particle size 
distribution of as-synthesized sample. 
 The TEM images of Si-NPs synthesized using the experimental conditions III are shown 
in Fig. 4.5. These images reveal that particles have almost spherical morphology. The lattice 
fringes clearly manifest the crystalline nature of Si-NPs (Fig. 4.5c). The white contrast in the 
dark field image of the sample (Fig. 4.5b) is coming from Si-NPs that exactly fulfill the Bragg 
condition, further establishing that particles are crystalline. From the lognormal fit of the particle 
size distribution of particle, the measured values of dp and g are 4.3 nm and 1.2, respectively 
(Fig. 4.5d).  
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Fig. 4.5. (a) Bright field TEM image, (b) dark field TEM image, (c) HR-TEM image, and (d) 
histogram of the particle size distribution of as-synthesized Si-NPs.  
4.1.2 Etching of Si-NPs  
For the hydrosilylation reaction, the surface of Si-NPs must be H-terminated (see Sect. 3.1.3). As 
the surface of Si-NPs is covered with an oxide shell due to oxidation of particles in air, the par-
ticles are etched with HF in order to produce H-terminated surfaces. The mechanism of the for-
mation of H-terminated silicon surface during HF etching is discussed in Sect. 3.1.2. If the par-
ticles are etched with a mixture containing HF and HNO3, the size of the particles can also be 
reduced. During etching, the HF etches the oxide layer from the silicon surface and HNO3 oxi-
dizes the freshly etched silicon surface in parallel. Therefore, the size of Si-NPs can be tuned by 
varying the etching time. After etching, the particles were also washed with HF in order to make 
sure that H-terminated surface is produced. Schematic representations of etching of Si-NPs with 
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HF and with a mixture containing HF and HNO3 are presented in Fig. 4.6. The details of the ex-
perimental procedure are given in Sect. 3.1.2. 
 
Fig. 4.6. (a) Schematic representation of etching of Si-NPs with HF, and (b) sequential size re-
duction of Si-NPs during the etching with HF and HNO3 mixture.  
 The FTIR spectra of Si-NPs before and after HF etching are shown in Fig. 4.7. Etching 
of Si-NPs with HF and HNO3 mixture gives almost the similar spectrum as obtained after HF 
etching. A schematic diagram of all vibration modes present in Si-NPs are shown in Fig. 8.1 of 
Appendix A [124]. The FTIR spectrum of as-synthesized Si-NPs shows signals from SiOSi stret-
ching vibration around 1100 cm–1 [125-127], SiH2O2 stretching mode at 2205 cm–1 [128], SiHO3 
stretching mode at 2260 cm–1 [128], and SiHO3 bending mode at 877 cm–1 [129]. These oxide 
modes in the spectrum of as-synthesized Si-NPs are present because the particles were stored in 
air for months. Small intensities of SiHn (n = 1, 2, 3) stretching vibration around 2100 cm–1 [125, 
130] are observed as well. This indicates that there are still some hydrogenated silicon present on 
Si-NPs surface that have not been attacked by oxygen. The appearance of the SiH2 scissor mode 
at 908 cm–1 [125] together with the increased intensity of SiHn stretching mode in the FTIR spec-
trum of the etched sample confirms that the etching process terminates the surface with hydro-
gen. A small intensity of SiOSi stretching mode is also observed in the spectrum of the etched 
particles, which likely arises due to brief air exposure of the sample before the FTIR measure-
ment. The structure of this peak is significantly different from that of the as-synthesized sample. 
The SiOSi peak in the as-synthesized sample is very broad and consists of two peaks at 1060 cm–
1 and 1190 cm–1. Whereas the etched sample shows only one sharp peak around 1090 cm–1. The 
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vibration energy of SiOSi vibration peak depends on the stoichiometry of silicon and oxygen in 
silicon oxide [127]. Therefore, the different peak positions of SiOSi vibration in etched and as-
synthesized sample indicate the presence of SiOx with different values of x. It is reported that in 
the initial stage of oxidation mostly surface oxides are formed, which is related to oxygen inser-
tion between the first and second layer of the silicon surface. The surface oxide peak of the Si-
OSi vibration lies around 1060 cm–1. As the air exposure time increases, the bulk oxides are 
formed due to the diffusion of oxygen into the inner layers. The increased diffusion of oxygen 
causes the emergence of a bulk SiOSi peak at higher energy position (1180 cm–1) along with the 
increased signal from surface oxides at 1060 cm–1 [125]. Hence, the formation of bulk oxides 
together with surface oxides in as-synthesized Si-NPs due to their long air exposure causes the 
broadening of the SiOSi peak. This result is in very good agreement with previous observations 
[131, 132].  
 
Fig. 4.7. FTIR spectra of as-synthesized and etched Si-NPs.  
4.1.3 Surface functionalization of Si-NPs  
After the etching, the surface of H-terminated (freshly etched) Si-NPs was terminated with or-
ganic molecules using photoinitiated/thermally induced hydrosilylation process (see Sect. 3.1.3 
for experimental details). The hydrosilylation reaction occurs by homolytic cleavage of Si-H 
bonds on the surface of Si-NPs and the formation of Si-C bonds with the C=C bond of alkenes. 
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The surface functionalization of H-terminated Si-NPs using hydrosilylation with alkene is sche-
matically illustrated in Fig. 4.8. The mechanism of hydrosilylation is discussed in Sect. 3.1.3. 
 
Fig. 4.8. A schematic representation of surface functionalization of H-terminated Si-NPs using 
photoinitiated/thermally induced hydrosilylation with alkene.  
 Figure 4.9 shows the FTIR spectra of dodec-1-ene functionalized Si-NPs together with 
dodec-1-ene molecules. Along with some characteristic peaks of dodec-1-ene molecules, a clear 
signal of SiHn stretching vibration around 2100 cm–1 is seen in the spectrum of functionalized Si-
NPs. This shows that not all Si-H bonds on the silicon surface were replaced by alkyl groups as 
the initially attached alkyl groups on the silicon surface provide an increasing steric hindrance 
for further attachment of organic molecules. Additionally, small intensities of SiOSi vibration 
mode around 1080 cm–1 and a SiHO3 stretching vibration around 2260 cm–1 are observed in the 
spectrum. The oxides are supposed to form due to oxidation of Si-NPs surface during functiona-
lization because of the moisture and dissolved oxygen present in the reactants. The CHy stret-
ching modes (C-CH3 asymmetric stretching at 2958 cm–1, C-CH2 asymmetric stretching at 2925 
cm–1 and C-CH2 symmetric stretching at 2856 cm–1) [133] originate from the attached alkyl li-
gands on silicon surface.  
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Fig. 4.9. FTIR spectra of pure dodec-1-ene and dodecyl-terminated Si-NPs. 
 The TEM investigations on Si-NPs (dp ~ 52 nm, Fig. 4.2) were performed after HF etch-
ing and subsequent surface functionalization. Figure 4.10 shows the TEM pictures of functiona-
lized Si-NPs. As can be seen clearly, the functionalized particles are non-agglomerated and high-
ly crystalline. This indicates that the etching and functionalization process resolves the agglome-
ration of Si-NPs and do not affect their crystallinity. The particles are non-agglomerated because 
the organic molecules on silicon surface provide passivation against oxidation and steric hin-
drance against further agglomeration. The TEM picture in Fig. 4.10c clearly shows that all func-
tionalized particles are not spherical in shape and have facetted/curved surface. The facetted sur-
face in functionalized particles is seen due to presence of facetted particles in as-synthesized Si-
NPs (see Fig. 4.2). It is also possible that HF etches the grain boundary of agglomerated Si-NPs 
that are formed due to agglomeration of particles inside the reaction chamber (see Fig. 4.2b), 
therefore, the resulting particles have the facetted/curved surface. Figure 4.10d shows the XRD 
pattern of functionalized Si-NPs. The data reveals that functionalized Si-NPs are crystalline in 
nature and have a diamond cubic structure. The calculated crystalline diameter of functionalized 
Si-NPs is 74.6±0.3 nm, which is almost similar to as-synthesized Si-NPs (d = 75.2±0.2 nm, Fig. 
4.3). These results indicate that crystalline size and crystal structure of Si-NPs do not change 
after the surface functionalization in our experiments, further supporting that the crystalline core 
is not affected by etching and functionalization process. 
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Fig. 4.10. (a) TEM image of dodec-1-ene functionalized Si-NPs. (b) The HR-TEM image shows 
the lattice fringes of functionalized Si-NPs. (c) The black and white arrows indicating the facet-
ted and curved surface of functionalized Si-NPs, respectively. (d) XRD pattern of dodec-1-ene 
functionalized Si-NPs together with Miller indices of their Bragg peaks. 
 In another experiment, the as-synthesized Si-NPs (dp ~ 13.2 nm, Fig. 4.4) were investi-
gated after etching with HF and HNO3 mixture and subsequent surface functionalization. Figure 
4.11 shows the TEM images and size distribution of functionalized Si-NPs. It is clear that func-
tionalized particles are non-agglomerated and process reduces the size of Si-NPs. Particles with 
diameter below 5 nm were also seen in the TEM image, which were not present in as-
synthesized sample (inset Fig. 4.11a). The particle size distribution of treated Si-NPs is found to 
be very broad. The fitting of size distribution of functionalized Si-NPs with a lognormal function 
gives dp of about 13 nm and g of 1.53 (Fig. 4.11b). The wide size distribution may come from 
two reasons; (i) broad size distribution of as-synthesized sample, and (ii) inhomogeneous etching 
of Si-NPs. The probability of smaller particles to get etched faster is higher than bigger one be-
cause of their high surface to volume ratio. Together with some spherical particles, particles with 
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facetted and irregular surfaces are also observed (Fig. 4.11c-e). It is already shown above that 
etching of Si-NPs with HF results in non-agglomerated particles with facetted and curved sur-
face. It is known from the literature that some crystallographic planes of silicon are etched faster 
compared to others due to difference in etching rate at different crystallographic directions [134]. 
Therefore, facetted/irregular surfaces are expected to form if particles are etched continuously 
using HF and HNO3 mixture. The FFT of one HR-TEM image is shown in Fig. 4.11f with all 
Miller indices, representing the diamond structure of silicon. Analysis of the FFT image gives 
the lattice parameter of 0.557#0.003 nm, which is similar to the lattice parameter of the as-
synthesized particles (see Fig. 4.4c). These results demonstrate that Si-NPs sustain their crystal-
linity and crystal structure during the size reduction. 
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Fig. 4.11. (a) Bright field TEM image of dodec-1-ene functionalized Si-NPs, inset is the HR-
TEM image showing particles with diameter less than 5 nm. (b) Histogram of particle size distri-
bution of functionalized Si-NPs. (c) The HR-TEM images of functionalized particles showing 
the spherical particles. (d-e) Another HR-TEM images of functionalized Si-NPs showing irregu-
lar shapes of the particles. (f) FFT analysis of HR-TEM image of functionalized Si-NPs shown in 
(e).  
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4.2 Optical properties of Si-NPs 
In this section, the influence of etching, surface re-oxidation and surface functionalization on the 
PL behavior of Si-NPs is examined. 
4.2.1 Optical properties of etched Si-NPs 
4.2.1.1 Influence of etching with HF 
Because Si-NPs with diameter around 5 nm and less show PL emission in the visible range due 
to quantum confinement effect [114, 120], the particles with a mean diameter about 4.3 nm were 
examined in this study (see Fig. 4.5). The as-synthesized Si-NPs were etched with HF to remove 
oxides present on their surface. In order to address the changes in the PL properties of Si-NPs 
that are coming along with surface etching, the freshly etched sample was transported from the 
glove box to the spectrometer within an airtight glass bottle to avoid oxidation of particles. The 
FTIR spectra of as-synthesized and freshly etched Si-NPs are shown in Fig. 4.12. The complete 
disappearance of oxide related vibration modes of as-synthesized Si-NPs after etching confirms 
the oxide free surface of freshly etched sample. 
 
Fig. 4.12. FTIR spectra of as-synthesized and freshly etched Si-NPs.  
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 Figure 4.13 illustrates the change in the PL emission spectrum of as-synthesized Si-NPs 
after etching with HF. For the sake of clarity, the PL of as-synthesized Si-NPs was increased by 
a factor of 4. It is observed that the emission spectrum of etched Si-NPs is slightly blue shifted 
compared to as-synthesized sample. The diameter of Si-NPs was calculated by using the mod-
ified equation for the relation between PL energy and Si-NPs size (equation 3.27). The calculated 
average diameter of as-synthesized Si-NPs is equal to 4.41 nm, which is in good agreement with 
that obtained from TEM (see Fig. 4.5d). 
 The PL spectrum of etched Si-NPs shows its maximum intensity around 740 nm, which 
suggests that the diameter of as-synthesized Si-NPs core is decreased to 4.05 nm after HF etch-
ing. The decrease in core diameter of Si-NPs can occur either by the re-oxidation of freshly 
etched Si-NPs or due to the dissolution of some silicon atoms along with the silicon oxide layer 
during the etching process. As no sign of surface oxides is observed in the FTIR spectrum of 
freshly etched sample (see Fig. 4.12), the re-oxidation of freshly etched Si-NPs can not be re-
sponsible for this shift. Additionally, the crystalline size of Si-NPs is not observed to change 
after etching with HF in our experiments as discussed above in Sect. 4.1.3. Therefore, it can be 
assumed that silicon atoms from the crystalline core are not dissolved during the etching process. 
Godefroo et al. [135] recently reported that the quantum confined wavefunction of Si-NPs is 
larger than their crystalline core diameter due to a leakage of the quantum confined wavefunction 
to their surrounding oxide shell. Therefore, the blue shift in the emission spectrum might origi-
nate from a confinement of the wavefunction to the silicon core after removal of the oxide shell. 
 The as-synthesized Si-NPs show a drastic increase in their PL intensity after HF etching 
(Fig. 4.13). The luminescence from as-synthesized Si-NPs can be hardly seen under the UV il-
lumination, while after etching they start luminescing bright red (inset, Fig. 4.13). It is reported 
that PL intensity of Si-NPs is mainly limited by defect-mediated non-radiative excitons recombi-
nation. The non-radiative defect centers (such as vacancies and dangling bonds) are found to 
reside at Si/SiOx interface [27, 136, 137]. When the concentration of non-radiative defects is 
large, there is high probability that the excitons are trapped there. Therefore, one of the main 
reasons for the increase in the PL intensity of etched sample could be due to the drastic decrease 
in defect concentrations because of the removal of the oxide layer and the saturation of dangling 
bonds with hydrogen. 
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Fig. 4.13. PL spectra of as-synthesized and freshly etched Si-NPs. The PL intensity of as-
synthesized sample is increased by a factor of 4. The wavelengths at which the maximum of PL 
spectra appear and calculated average particle diameters of Si-NPs from equation (3.27) are also 
shown. The inset shows a photograph of freshly etched Si-NPs in methanol dispersion under UV 
illumination. 
 In order to support this assertion, the EPR measurements on as-synthesized and etched 
Si-NPs were performed. The results of these measurements are shown in Fig. 4.14. For the as-
synthesized sample, a broad resonance at g  2.006 is observed, which originates from spectral 
contributions from different configurations of silicon dangling bonds [77]. The trivalent silicon 
atoms that are located at the Si/SiOx interface (called Pb-centers) give a non-symmetrical signal 
in EPR [138, 139]. Also, the dangling bonds in a disordered environment (called D-centers) give 
rise to a symmetrical peak in EPR [140, 141]. The Si-NPs with diameter greater than 10 nm 
show non-symmetrical defect signal in EPR measurement, from which the contribution of Pb- 
and D-centers can be decomposed [77]. It is obvious that the shape the EPR spectrum of small 
as-synthesized Si-NPs is also not symmetrical, however, the defect line is less structured and a 
clear decomposition into contributions from Pb- and D-centers based on a line shape analysis is 
no longer possible. This can be attributed to a presumably strain-induced change of the interface 
between the Si-NP core and its oxide shell due to their small size [77]. The EPR spectrum of 
etched Si-NPs shows a strong decrease in defect signal intensity with respect to as-synthesized 
sample. In addition, the residual line is less structured and has a narrower linewidth, which cor-
responds to the linewidth that is typically observe for the D-center contribution of EPR spectra 
measured on larger Si-NPs. The drastic decrease in Pb-like silicon dangling bond states are ob-
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served due to the removal of the oxide layer and the saturation of dangling bonds with hydrogen. 
The residual defect signal measured after HF etching is attributed to D-centers present in a sub-
ensemble of Si-NPs with amorphous contributions. Thus, the drastic decrease in PL intensity of 
Si-NPs after HF etching can be significantly related to the decrease in of overall defects concen-
tration. 
 
Fig. 4.14. EPR spectra of as-synthesized and etched Si-NPs. 
4.2.1.2 Influence of etching with HF and HNO3 
In order to see the size dependent PL, the size of Si-NPs (dp ~ 4.3 nm, Fig. 4.5) is reduced by 
etching them in a mixture containing HF and HNO3. Different samples were prepared at various 
etching time. After the etching, the samples were washed with HF in order to make sure that no 
surface oxides remains on the surface. Figure 4.15a depicts the PL spectra recorded from differ-
ent etched samples. It is clear that Si-NPs show a continuous blue shift in their emission spectra 
with increasing etching time. According to the quantum confinement model, the PL from Si-NPs 
blue shifts when the size of Si-NPs decreases [32, 114, 142-144]. Therefore, the blue shift in the 
emission spectra can be reliably correlated to the size reduction of Si-NPs during etching. It is 
observed that the color of emitted light evolves from red (731 nm) to green (556 nm) during the 
etching process (Fig. 4.15a,b), thereby endorsing the origin of red to green PL from the quantum 
confinement effects. 
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Fig. 4.15. (a) Normalized PL emission spectra of Si-NPs evolved during etching them with a 
mixture containing HF and HNO3. The wavelength at which the peaks of PL spectra appear and 
the Si-NPs sizes they indicate according to equation (3.27) are also shown. (b) Sample photo-
graphs of freshly etched Si-NPs with increasing etching time. Samples are dispersed in methanol 
and illuminated with UV light. 
 As the production of large quantity of very small nanoparticle is very time consuming, 
the particles with diameter much larger than 5 nm are also used to synthesize luminescing Si-
NPs. The particles with mean diameter about 13.2 nm were used in this study (see Fig. 4.4). The 
as-synthesized particles do not show any PL in the visible range owing to their large size. How-
ever, they start to luminesce very bright in the visible regime after few minutes of etching. Figure 
4.16 depicts the emission spectra of Si-NPs produced at different etching time, and the pictures 
of chloroform dispersions of these particles in normal daylight and under UV illumination. It is 
observed that with increasing etching time, Si-NPs show a blue shift in their emission spectrum 
from red (spectrum A) to green (spectrum D). Surprisingly, upon further increasing the etching 
time, the green emitting Si-NPs show a red shift in their spectrum and emit in yellow-orange 
regime (spectrum E). The mechanism underlying in the change of the emission wavelength from 
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red to green with increasing etching time can be attributed to the size dependent band gap of sili-
con due to the quantum confinement effect. However, the red shift after green emission can not 
be explained by this effect. Since the particle size distribution of treated Si-NPs is very broad, as 
shown in Fig. 4.11b, it is likely that the emission from silicon comes from very small fraction of 
particles that contributes to quantum confinement effect. Therefore, the red shift in the spectrum 
can be speculated in terms of the formation of new size distribution of Si-NPs on increasing the 
etching time owing to complete disappearance of very small sized green luminescing nanopar-
ticles and introduction of new particles in the quantum confinement regime. 
 
Fig. 4.16. (a) Normalized PL emission spectra, and (b) corresponding red ( = 735 nm, etching 
time (tet) = 2 min), orange ( = 641 nm, tet = 9 min), yellow ( = 592 nm, tet = 11 min), green ( 
= 563 nm, tet = 13 min) and yellow-orange ( = 614 nm, tet = 16 min) color from etched Si-NPs 
produced by etching them with a mixture containing HF and HNO3. 
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4.2.1.3 Air stability of etched Si-NPs  
Figure 4.17 demonstrates the evolution of the FTIR spectra of etched Si-NPs with air exposure 
time. The FTIR spectrum of freshly etched Si-NPs shows the presence of SiHn stretching vibra-
tion mode at 2097 cm–1 along with the SiH2 scissor mode/SiH3 degenerate deformation vibration 
modes at 902 cm–1 [124, 125], indicating the H-terminated surface of Si-NPs. It is observed that 
the signature of SiOSi peak at 1096 cm–1 gradually intensified and became broader with time, 
which is accompanied by the diminishing intensity of SiHn and SiH2/SiH3 vibration. Addition-
ally, SiHO3 bending mode at 877 cm–1 starts to emerge after 23 h of air exposure. After 46 h, the 
SiH2/SiH3 vibration disappeared almost completely and very weak signature of SiHn is observed 
with dominant oxide related modes. 
 
Fig. 4.17. Evolution of the FTIR spectra of etched Si-NPs as a function of air exposure time. The 
FTIR spectra are measured in the transmission mode. 
 In order to study the effect of surface oxidation on the PL property of etched Si-NPs, the 
freshly etched Si-NPs are stored in open air and the PL spectra are recorded at different air expo-
sure times. It is observed that the PL of most of the etched Si-NPs is completely quenched after 
storage in air. As an example, the PL emission spectra of green emitting nanoparticles as a func-
tion of air exposure time are shown in Fig. 4.18. As the air exposure time increases, the PL peak 
of green emitting etched nanoparticles at 580 nm continuously shifts towards lower wavelength 
(blue shift) with decreasing PL intensity. As the oxidation proceeds, the oxides grow on the sur-
face of Si-NPs (see Fig. 4.17). The growth of oxide shell on the surface of Si-NPs decreases the 
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size of the crystalline silicon core and therefore causes the blue shift according to quantum con-
finement effect. Pi et al. [28] and Prokes at al. [145] demonstrated that decrease in PL intensity 
of Si-NPs and porous silicon is associated with the increase in dangling bond concentration. 
Therefore, it is possible that the dangling bond concentrations are increasing during oxidation of 
etched Si-NPs and as a result the PL intensity decreases.  
 
Fig. 4.18. (a) PL spectra of green emitting etched Si-NPs as a function of air exposure time. (b) 
Photographs of Si-NPs dispersion in methanol under UV illumination: Freshly etched (left) and 
after 1 day of air exposure (right). 
 Blue emission from Si-NPs was obtained after the oxidation of orange emitting etched 
Si-NPs with 620 nm emission (Fig. 4.19). Figure 4.19a shows the time dependent air oxidation 
behavior of orange emitting etched Si-NPs. The first spectrum was recorded after 5 minutes of 
air exposure. This spectrum shows a broad emission with its maximum at 620 nm and a shoulder 
at 450 nm (blue emission). Theoretical calculation suggests that it is possible to get blue emis-
sion from Si-NPs with diameter less than 2 nm [119]. Therefore, the peak at 450 nm can be 
originated from the crystalline silicon due to the presence of blue emitting Si-NPs together with 
Si-NPs with 620 nm emission. On the other hand, it is also reported that defects in the silica ma-
trix (oxygen-deficient centers) are responsible for blue emission [136, 146-148]. As some oxy-
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gen vacancies are present the silicon oxide layer shell around Si-NPs [28], therefore, the peak at 
450 nm may also originates from these defects centers in the oxide shell after the oxidation of 
freshly etched Si-NPs. As the oxidation proceeds, the peak at 620 nm shows decrease in PL in-
tensity with continuous blue shift, while the peak position at 450 nm was not influenced by the 
oxidation and shows an increase in PL intensity with time. The blue shift in the emission peak at 
620 nm is consistent with a reduction of the silicon core size due to oxidation and therefore the 
emission mechanism is based on quantum size effect. Furthermore, the decrease in PL intensity 
could be well understood by the increase in non-radiative defect centers upon oxidation of Si-
NPs [28, 145]. In contrast to the emission peak at 620 nm, the wavelength of the blue emission 
peak position is not affected by the oxidation. Therefore, the possibility of blue emission from 
the crystalline core due to quantum size effect can be ruled out. Thus, the blue PL in our sample 
must originate from the oxide-induced defects at the surface of Si-NPs. The increase in PL inten-
sity was also observed for blue emission with increased oxidation time. We conclude that the 
blue luminescing defect centers accompany with increasing oxidation and thereof PL intensity 
also increases.  
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Fig. 4.19. (a) Evolution of the PL spectra of freshly etched Si-NPs as a function of air exposure 
time. (b) Picture of Si-NPs dispersion under UV illumination: Freshly etched (left) and after 1 
day of air exposure (right). Note that the picture of freshly etched sample was taken at t = 0, 
whereas the first PL spectrum was recorded after 5 min of air exposure. 
4.2.2 Optical properties of functionalized Si-NPs 
4.2.2.1 Influence of surface functionalization 
It is already shown in Sect. 4.1.3 that the functionalization of Si-NPs alters the surface properties 
of Si-NPs, while maintaining their size. Despite having similar size, a shift in the emission of 
functionalized Si-NPs with respect to freshly etched particles is observed. As an example, the PL 
spectra of green and red emitting freshly etched Si-NPs after their surface functionalization with 
dodec-1-ene are shown in Fig. 4.20. It can be clearly seen that green and red emitting freshly 
etched Si-NPs show red and blue shift after their surface functionalization, respectively. Based 
on these observations, various freshly etched Si-NPs with different emission wavelengths were 
prepared and shift in the PL emission is measured after their surface functionalization. In Fig. 
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4.21a, the measured shift is plotted as a function of the emission wavelength of etched Si-NPs. 
The pictures of the samples marked as A, B, C and D in Fig. 4.21a are also shown in Fig. 4.21b. 
It is observed that the nature of the shift is dependent on the emission wavelength of the freshly 
etched Si-NPs. Red to orange luminescent etched Si-NPs show blue shift in the spectrum after 
surface functionalization in contrast to green to yellow luminescent nanoparticles. According to 
Reboredo and Galli [53], the replacement of hydrogen with alkyl group on the Si-NP surface 
causes a change in HOMO and LUMO energy positions. Their calculation on small silicon clus-
ters (Si20, Si29, Si66, Si142) suggests that the HOMO-LUMO band gap of alkyl terminated Si-NPs 
decreases with respect to H-terminated nanoparticles. Godefroo et al. [135] reported a leakage of 
quantum confined wavefunction of 3 nm diameter Si-NPs at the transition from silicon to silicon 
oxide, which causes an increase in its quantum confined wavefunction approximately by 1.9 nm. 
Therefore, the observation of red shift from green to yellow luminescent Si-NPs can be reliably 
explained by a decrease in the HOMO-LUMO band gap energy because of the replacement of 
hydrogen by the alkyl group on the silicon surface, and leakage of the wavefunction at the boun-
dary of quantum confined silicon and organic layer. However, the origin of the blue shift from 
larger clusters (emitting from orange to red regime) is still unclear.  
 
Fig. 4.20. Normalized PL spectra of freshly etched and dodec-1-ene functionalized sample: (a) 
Functionalization of green luminescing, and (b) red luminescing etched Si-NPs. The photographs 
of freshly etched and functionalized sample under UV illumination are also shown. 
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Fig. 4.21. (a) Shift in the emission wavelength of freshly etched Si-NPs after surface functionali-
zation. (b) Sample photographs of freshly etched (at the tail of arrow) and functionalized (at the 
head of arrow) Si-NPs under UV illumination, corresponding to A, B, C and D data points of (a), 
showing change in their emission color. 
4.2.2.2 Factors influencing the PL properties of functionalized Si-NPs 
It is observed that the magnitude of shift in the emission wavelength of functionalized Si-NPs 
with respect to freshly etched sample can be altered. In order to study the factors influencing the 
shift, the PL emission of functionalized Si-NPs is measured by varying different reaction para-
meters during the surface functionalization. Note that all the results shown below are obtained 
after the surface functionalization of green-yellow emitting etched Si-NPs and in all the cases a 
red shift in their PL emission is observed. The PL results shown in one figure can not be com-
pared with the others as the emission wavelength of green-yellow emitting freshly etched sample 
is not the same. All the PL measurements were performed using a diode laser with an excitation 
wavelength of 405 nm. Therefore, the second harmonic of the excitation wavelength is present as 
a sharp signal in the spectra shown below.  
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 Figure 4.22a demonstrates the influence of functionalization temperature on the PL 
property of functionalized Si-NPs. The Si-NPs were functionalized at two different temperatures; 
120°C and 160°C. The particles that undergo functionalization at 160°C emit at longer wave-
length compared to that functionalized at 120°C. The particles functionalized at high temperature 
show relatively low intensity of remaining SiHn vibrations in the FTIR spectrum compared to 
that treated at low temperature (Fig. 4.22b). Additionally, a high intensity of SiHO3 stretching 
mode is observed for particles functionalized at 160°C. The intense SiHO3 peak may originate 
from increased oxidation of Si-NPs surface with dissolved oxygen and moisture at elevated tem-
perature during the surface functionalization. This result compares well with the findings of 
Nelles and co-workers [52]. They modified the surface of Si-NPs with oct-1-ene using thermally 
induced hydrosilylation process at 80°C and 140°C. They observed that Si-NPs functionalized at 
140°C show higher surface coverage together with increased occurrence of oxides compared to 
the particles that were functionalized at 80°C. 
 
Fig. 4.22. (a) Normalized PL spectra and (b) FTIR spectra of Si-NPs functionalized with dodece-
1-ene for 6 h at 120°C and 160°C. 
 In photoinitiated hydrosilylation, the effect of UV energy on the PL property of Si-NPs 
was examined by using two different UV wavelengths (366 nm and 254 nm) (Fig. 4.23a). The 
particles functionalized with high energy UV radiation ( = 254 nm) show larger red shift in their 
emission spectrum compared to Si-NPs that were exposed at low energy ( = 366 nm). The FTIR 
spectra of functionalized Si-NPs are presented in Fig. 4.23b. The particles functionalized at high-
er UV energy radiation show slightly lower intensity of unreacted SiHn vibration and higher in-
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tensity of SiHO3 stretching mode compared to that exposed to low energy radiation, however, the 
difference is not big. 
 
Fig. 4.23. (a) Normalized PL spectra, and (b) FTIR spectra of Si-NPs functionalized with do-
dece-1-ene for 6 h using 366 nm and 254 nm UV radiation.  
 Figure 4.24a shows the PL spectra of Si-NPs recorded after their surface functionaliza-
tion using photoinitiated ( = 254 nm) and thermally induced (T = 120°C) hydrosilylation. A 
significant difference in the emission spectra of both samples is observed. In case of thermally 
induced hydrosilylation, the red shift was about 83 nm higher than photoinitiated hydrosilylated 
sample. In the FTIR spectra (Fig. 4.24b), the particles that are functionalized using thermally 
induced hydrosilylation show relatively low intensity of remaining SiHn vibration and high in-
tensity of SiHO3 stretching mode compared to photoinitiated hydrosilylated sample. The results 
agree with the work of Nelles et al. [52], who studied thermally and UV light mediated hydrosi-
lylation of Si-NPs and obtained the lower functionalization efficiency for UV light mediated 
hydrosilylation.  
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Fig. 4.24. (a) Normalized PL spectra, and (b) FTIR spectra of Si-NPs functionalized with do-
dece-1-ene for 6 h using photoinitiated ( = 254 nm) and thermally induced (T = 120°C) hydrosi-
lylation.  
 In another experiment, the functionalization of freshly etched Si-NPs was carried out 
using octadec-1-ene, dodec-1-ene, and a mixture of dodec-1-ene and octadec-1-ene (1/1 v/v). 
Figure 4.25a shows the PL spectra of functionalized Si-NPs. The functionalization was carried 
out using thermally induced hydrosilylation at a temperature of 120°C for 6 h. It is observed that 
the emission wavelength of particles with mixed surface functionalization lies between dodec-1-
ene and octadec-1-ene functionalized Si-NPs. The FTIR spectra of the corresponding Si-NPs are 
shown in Fig. 4.25b. The peak from SiHn stretching mode around 2090 cm–1 is present in all the 
spectra of functionalized Si-NPs due to the incomplete surface coverage of organic molecules on 
their surface. The relative intensity of SiHn stretching vibration in case of octadec-1-ene functio-
nalized Si-NPs is higher compared to dodec-1-ene, which is due to the large steric hindrance of 
the octadecyl molecule. The functionalized Si-NPs also show SiHO3 stretching mode at 2245 
cm–1, which might stem due to little oxidation of Si-NPs during surface functionalization. The 
particles that undergo mixed surface functionalization show an intermediate behavior in the 
FTIR spectrum. 
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Fig. 4.25. (a) Normalized PL spectra, and (b) FTIR spectra of Si-NPs after their surface functio-
nalization with octadec-1-ene, dodec-1-ene, and a mixture of octadec-1-ene and dodec-1-ene (1/1 
v/v). Functionalization was done at 120°C for 6 h. 
 The effect of functionalization time on the PL spectra of functionalized Si-NPs is pre-
sented in Fig. 4.26. The functionalization was carried out at 120°C with dodec-1-ene for 6 h and 
10 h. The Si-NPs functionalized for longer time show an increased shift in their emission spec-
trum compared to particles that were functionalized for shorter time (Fig. 4.26a). FTIR spectra of 
Si-NPs functionalized at different times (Fig. 4.26b) shows that the intensity of SiHn vibration 
decreases with increasing functionalization time, which implies that more ligands on the silicon 
surface are grafted by reacting residual hydrogen present onto the surface. When the functionali-
zation time was increased from 10 h to 14 h, no reasonable difference has been observed in their 
PL and FTIR spectra. This might be due to the saturation of Si-NPs surface for the further at-
tachment of organic molecules. 
 
Fig. 4.26. (a) Normalized PL spectra, and (b) FTIR spectra of Si-NPs functionalized with do-
dece-1-ene using thermally induced (T = 120°C) hydrosilylation for 6 h and 10 h.  
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 If we assume that Si-H bonds are only consumed in the formation of Si-C bonds during 
surface functionalization, we can compare the coverage of Si-NPs with organic ligands by com-
paring the amount (FTIR intensity) of unreacted SiHn bonds with the initial amount (presuming 
that there is no significant oxidation that will consume SiHn bonds). As the surface functionaliza-
tion proceeds, the coverage of the Si-NPs surface with organic molecules increases (Fig. 4.26b). 
The organic molecules with longer carbon chain provide lower surface coverage compared to 
shorter alkenes because of high steric hindrance, and the particles that undergo mixed surface 
functionalization showed intermediate surface coverage (Fig. 4.25b). The Si-NPs show enhanced 
coverage of organic ligands on their surface at elevated temperature (Fig.4.22b) and high energy 
UV irradiation with 254 nm (Fig. 4.23b). Additionally, the thermally induced hydrosilylation 
process gives a higher surface coverage compared to the photoinitiated hydrosilylation (Fig. 
4.24b). It is found that the functionalization of Si-NPs using thermally induced hydrosilylation 
gives the best surface coverage with dodec-1-ene at temperature 120°C and functionalization 
time of 10 h.   
 All the results shown above give us a hint that surface coverage plays a very prominent 
role in determining the PL property of functionalized Si-NPs. It is noteworthy that all the par-
ticles with higher surface coverage (reduced intensity of SiHn vibration signal) showed an in-
creased red shift in their emission spectrum compared to those having a lower coverage of li-
gands (higher intensity of SiHn vibration signal). Despite this fact, no systematic correlation be-
tween the magnitude of the red shift and the surface coverage of Si-NPs is observed. As an edu-
cated guess, one can assume that there is a correlation between the increased size of the particle 
(core + shell) with higher surface coverage and the red shift. This assumption is supported by the 
fact that the wavefunction within the nanoparticles is not limited to the crystalline silicon core 
[135]. Additionally, it is observed that the shape of PL was also influenced by the reaction condi-
tions. A further study is necessary to explore the anomalous PL behavior of functionalized Si-
NPs.  
4.2.2.3 Air stability of functionalized Si-NPs 
In this study, the air stability of Si-NPs was examined after their surface functionalization with 
dodec-1-ene and different kind of esters (ethyl undecylenate (ETU), vinyl benzoate (VB) and 
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ethyl-2-methyl-4-pentenoate (EMP)) [149]. The chemical structures of these organic reagents are 
presented in Appendix A. To make a meaningful comparison, all the samples in this study were 
prepared under similar conditions. As the boiling point of the VB is very low (BP = 96°C), the 
functionalization of Si-NPs was performed at 80°C. The functionalization time was kept constant 
for 12 h. No extra effort was made to remove dissolved oxygen from the organic reagents. To 
investigate the stability of functionalized Si-NPs, the functionalized particles were exposed to air 
under ambient conditions after separating the particles from their respective alkenes by centrifu-
gation and subsequent drying in vacuum. 
 The FTIR spectra of dodec-1-ene functionalized Si-NPs at different air exposure time 
are shown in Fig. 4.27a. In the spectrum of freshly functionalized Si-NPs, the peaks from SiHn 
vibration mode at 2100 cm–1 and SiOSi vibration mode at 1060 cm–1 are present, suggesting in-
complete surface coverage and oxidation of Si-NPs surface during functionalization process, 
respectively. Upon air exposure, the SiOSi vibration peaks at 1060 cm–1 and 1177 cm–1 show an 
increase in intensity with time. The lower energy peak (1060 cm–1) can be attributed to bridge-
bonded oxygen between the first and second layer of silicon atoms and the higher energy peak 
(1177 cm–1) to bridge-bonded oxygen below the second layer of silicon atoms [150]. In addition 
to the broadening of SiOSi peak, the position of the Si-H stretching vibration peak shifts to high-
er energy due to backbonding of silicon with oxygen. As a result, two new features start to 
emerge at 2189 cm–1 and 2242 cm–1, which can be assigned to Si-H stretching vibration in 
SiH2O2 and SiHO3 configuration, respectively. Figure 4.27b shows the high resolution FTIR 
spectrum of Si-H vibration after 28 days of air exposure. It is clear that the Si-H vibration peak 
can be decomposed into four different Gaussian profile centered at 2096 cm–1, 2161 cm–1, 2189 
cm–1, and 2242 cm–1, which correspond to SiH2, SiH3, SiH2O2, and SiHO3, respectively [128, 
130]. 
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Fig. 4.27. (a) Evolution of the FTIR spectra of dodec-1-ene functionalized Si-NPs as a function 
of air exposure time. (b) Deconvolution of the SiHn peak of dodec-1-ene functionalized Si-NPs 
after 28 days of air exposure. 
 Figure 4.28 shows the FTIR spectra of ETU, VB, and EMP functionalized Si-NPs to-
gether with the dodec-1-ene functionalized sample, recorded before and after 28 days of air ex-
posure. The time dependent FTIR spectra of ETU, VB, and EMP functionalized Si-NPs in air are 
presented in Fig. 8.2–8.4 of Appendix A. Similar to dodec-1-ene functionalized Si-NPs, these 
particles also show a decrease in SiHn vibrations and increase in SiOSi vibration upon oxidation. 
However, the relative increase in the broadening of the SiOSi vibration peak in ETU functiona-
lized Si-NPs is small compared to dodec-1-ene functionalized Si-NPs. This shows that the for-
mation of bridge-bonded oxygen below the second layer of silicon is mostly suppressed in ETU 
functionalized sample. In case of VB, relatively high concentrations of Si-H bonds that are not 
attacked by oxygen are observed after oxidation. In order to make a meaningful comparison be-
tween different samples with regard to their surface coverage and stability against oxidation, the 
efficiency of functionalization and their susceptibility towards oxidation is compared. The effi-
ciency EF of functionalized sample is calculated from the ratio of change in integrated intensity 
of SiHn absorption (1950 cm–1 –2250 cm–1) over the original intensity [52, 151], 
0
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A
AAEF

                                                              (4.1) 
where A0 and A1 are the baseline to peak area of the reference sample and hydrosilylated sample, 
respectively. The efficiency EF of ester functionalized Si-NPs is compared with respect to dodec-
1-ene. The accuracy of this comparison relies on following assumptions as stated in Ref. [151]; 
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(i) the unit intensities of SiH, SiH2, SiH3 bonds are similar, and (ii) the number of Si-H bonds 
that are consumed during the surface functionalization other than in the formation of Si-C bonds 
(e.g. in surface oxidation) are same in all the samples. 
 It is also necessary to define a measure for the relative susceptibility of different func-
tionalized Si-NPs towards air oxidation. As discussed above, during the oxidation process the 
intensity of SiOSi vibration signal increases (due to formation of bridge-bonded oxygen) and the 
intensity of SiHn vibration decreases (because increased backbonded oxygen shifts its vibration 
frequency to higher energies). Therefore, to make a qualitative comparison of the oxidation sus-
ceptibility of different functionalized samples, one can define the oxidation susceptibility index 
So as, 
days 0SiHSi0Si
28daysSiHSi0Si
)/(
)/(
n
n
AA
AA
So                                                         (4.2) 
where ASiOSi and ASiHn are the baseline to peak area of SiOSi absorption (980 cm–1 –1200 cm–1) 
and SiHn absorption (1950 cm–1 –2250 cm–1), respectively.  
 
Fig. 4.28. FTIR spectra of dodec-1-ene, VB, EMP and ETU functionalized Si-NPs: Freshly func-
tionalized sample (black curves) and after 28 days of surface oxidation in air (gray curves).  
 Table 4.1 summarizes the relative functionalization efficiency and oxidation susceptibil-
ity index of different functionalized samples. The relative functionalization efficiency of differ-
ent organic reagent is compared with respect to dodec-1-ene. It is found that functionalization of 
Si-NPs with dodec-1-ene and ETU gives higher surface coverage compared to VB. Despite of 
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having the same functional groups, ETU, EMP and VB show very large differences in the sur-
face coverage of Si-NPs. The methyl side group in EMP and the bulky benzyl group in VB are 
likely to hinder further reactions of remaining Si-H bonds on the Si-NPs surface and thus lead to 
a reduced functionalization efficiency. The functionalization efficiency of VB functionalized Si-
NPs was found to be the lowest, which is expected due to large steric hindrance of the bulky 
benzyl group close to the silicon surface. Additionally, ester groups in attached VB molecules 
might further decreases the number of Si-H bonds available for functionalization by forming 
hydrogen bridge bonds with hydrogen atoms on the nanoparticle surface. With respect to the 
susceptibility of functionalized Si-NPs towards oxidation, the particles functionalized with the 
esters show better shielding than dodec-1-ene. It is possible that the polar attraction between at-
tached ester groups suppresses the diffusion of oxygen and water molecules towards Si-NPs sur-
face and therefore provides better passivation against oxidation. Despite the fact that the functio-
nalization efficiency of VB is the worst, the oxidation susceptibility is found to be the lowest (So 
= 1.4), which is probably due to the presence of bulky benzyl group in VB molecules as it can 
provide an extra barrier for the diffusion of oxygen and water molecules towards the Si-NPs sur-
face. 
Table 4.1. Relative efficiency of functionalization of different organic reagents and the oxidation 
susceptibility index of functionalized Si-NPs with respect to the type of organic ligands on their 
surface. 
Organic reagent Relative efficiency of 
functionalization 
 Oxidation susceptibility index  
(So) 
Dodec-1-ene 1  2.59 
EMP 0.95  2.03 
ETU 1.29  2.50 
VB 0.66  1.40 
 It is clear from above results that functionalized Si-NPs show higher stability compared 
to H-terminated Si-NPs but their long term stability is limited because of incomplete surface 
coverage. With respect to the oxidation susceptibility, the VB functionalized Si-NPs is found to 
be the best. Since the VB molecules can polymerize at elevated temperatures [152, 153], a higher 
converge of organic molecules on the surface of Si-NPs can not be achieved using VB. There-
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fore, dodec-1-ene and ETU molecules are the best choices as their surface coverage is higher 
than EMP and can be increased further by functionalization at elevated temperature.  
4.2.2.4 Quantum yield of functionalized Si-NPs 
It is well known from the literature that the QY of Si-NPs and porous silicon is very low. The 
QY of porous silicon was reported in the range of 1–10% for most of the samples [154, 155]. 
Sankaran et al. [156] prepared blue luminescing Si-NPs and reported the QY of their particles of 
about 30%. Mangolini et al. [157] reported QY of their functionalized Si-NPs maximum up to 
70%, however, their particles emitting below 700 nm show poor QY (< 5%).  
 The procedure for the measurement of QY is described in Sect. 3.2.7. Two different 
type samples were examined in this study, namely sample “A” and sample “B”. Both the sam-
ples in this study were prepared by etching the as-synthesized Si-NPs in a mixture of HF and 
HNO3 and successive functionalization in dodec-1-ene at 120°C for 10 h. Sample “A” was pre-
pared by using particles with dp of about 13.2 nm and g of 1.4 (see Fig. 4.4). For sample “B”, 
particles with dp of about 4.3 nm and g of 1.2 were used (see Fig. 4.5). For the QY measure-
ment, first the baseline measurement was performed by using pure dodec-1-ene. Thereafter, the 
spectrum of dodec-1-ene functionalized Si-NPs dispersed in dodec-1-ene was recorded. After 
subtracting the baseline from the sample spectrum, the resulting spectrum shows two peaks for 
the absorption and emission of Si-NPs as shown in Fig. 4.29a. Finally, the QY of functionalized 
Si-NPs was calculated using equations (3.33)–(3.35). The normalized emission spectra from both 
samples are shown in Fig. 4.29b. Both samples show emission in the orange regime. Sample “A” 
and “B” emit around 678 nm and 665 nm, respectively. The QY values of sample “A” and “B” 
was about 1.4% and 15.4%, respectively. Mangolini et al. [157] observed that the QY of their 
functionalized Si-NPs changes with the emission wavelength. However, this can not be the case 
here as the emitting wavelength of both samples does not differ much. Therefore, the low QY in 
sample “A” can be attributed to the broad size distribution of particles and very small fraction of 
particles emitting in the visible regime (see Fig. 4.11b). The large fraction of bigger particles in 
the ensemble can absorb the emission from small nanoparticles, thereby decreasing the overall 
QY. This phenomenon is called self absorption [158]. This explanation is supported by the fact 
that the QY of single nanoparticles is much higher than particles in ensemble [159]. 
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Fig. 4.29. (a) Sample measurement minus baseline measurement. (b) Normalized emission spec-
tra of sample “A” and “B”.  
 Due to very high QY, the functionalized Si-NPs show very bright luminescence upon 
excitation. It is easy to see luminescence from Si-NPs from extremely diluted concentration of 
particles in dispersion, which is completely transparent to human eyes as depicted in Fig.4.30. 
 
Fig. 4.30. Extremely diluted dispersion of dodec-1-ene functionalized Si-NPs in chloroform 
(left) and pure chloroform (right) in (a) normal daylight and (b) under UV illumination.  
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4.3 Electrical properties of Si-NPs 
In our group, the size dependent electrical conductivity of as-synthesized Si-NPs has already 
been studied. It was observed that the electrical conductivity of as-synthesized Si-NPs decreases 
with decreasing size [160]. In this study, the influence of surface modification on the electrical 
conductivity of Si-NPs was examined. Due to the fact that small Si-NPs show very poor electric-
al conductivity, Si-NPs with a mean diameter of about 52 nm (see Fig. 4.2) were examined in 
this study. Thin pellets of Si-NPs were prepared by pressing the powder uniaxially and the elec-
trical conductivity of pressed pellet was measured using impedance spectrometry (see Sect. 3.2.3 
for details). The measurements were done under hydrogen atmosphere in order to avoid the oxi-
dation of Si-NPs during the experiments.  
 The typical Nyquist diagram of the impedance measurements of Si-NPs in the tempera-
ture range between 100°C and 400°C is shown in Fig. 4.31. It is clear that the resistance of Si-
NPs decreases with increasing temperature. All the samples under this study show similar beha-
vior. The intercept of the semicircle at low frequency gives the total resistance (Rt), which can be 
converted into specific conductivity () by, 
ct
p
AR
T
                                                              (4.4) 
where Tp is the thickness and Ac is the cross section area of the pellet. 
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Fig. 4.31. The typical Nyquist diagram of the impedance measurements of Si-NPs at different 
temperatures. 
 Figure 4.32 shows the temperature dependent specific conductivity of as-synthesized Si-
NPs. When the pellet is heated for the first time in hydrogen, the conductivity increases some 
orders of magnitude and remains significantly higher compared to the first measurement  after 
the sample is cooled down. A less steep increase in the conductivity is observed during the 
second cycle compared to first measurement, however, pellet resembles its original conductivity. 
The third measurement shows exactly the same conductivity as observed in the second cycle. 
The difference in conductivity between first and second measurements can be attributed to an-
nealing effects during the first cycle. This behavior is well known for powders and can be attri-
buted to improved particle-particle contact during heating. It is observed from the XRD mea-
surements that there was no growth of particles after the heating.  
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Fig. 4.32. Temperature dependent specific conductivity of as-synthesized Si-NPs.  
 In order to study the influence of surface modification on the electrical conductivity of 
Si-NPs, the electrical conductivity of as-synthesized Si-NPs was examined after HF etching, sur-
face re-oxidation and surface functionalization. All the specific conductivity values shown below 
are taken from the second measurement cycle. The specific conductivities of different samples 
are compared at 100°C. A similar trend is observed at other temperatures too.  
4.3.1 Influence of etching and surface re-oxidation 
Figure 4.33a demonstrates the change in specific conductivity of as-synthesized Si-NPs after 
etching and surface re-oxidation. As can be seen, surface etching of Si-NPs increases their elec-
trical conductivity almost by four orders of magnitude. As the crystallite size of as-synthesized 
Si-NPs is not influenced by etching with HF (as discussed in Sect. 4.1.3), the increase in conduc-
tivity of particles must originate only due to the removal of silicon oxide shell from the surface 
of Si-NPs. The removal of the oxide shell after etching, as evident by FTIR measurements (see 
Fig. 4.12), can increase the electron transport between Si-NPs due to decrease in resistance of-
fered by highly resistive oxide layer. 
 The EPR measurements of as-synthesized and etched Si-NPs are shown in Fig. 4.33b. 
For the as-synthesized sample, the typical silicon dangling bond signal, composed of contribu-
tions from Pb-centers (represented by dashed black curve) and D-centers (represented by dotted 
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black curve), is observed. It is clear from the curve that the sum of these two contributions agrees 
nicely with the measured data (black solid curve). For the etched sample, the intensity of the de-
fect signal is strongly reduced. This decrease in dangling bond concentration can be reliably cor-
related to the covalent attachment of H-atoms to the surface dangling bonds during the etching 
process. Interestingly, the relative contributions from the different dangling bond species have 
changed. In the spectrum of the etched Si-NPs, no measurable contribution from Pb-centers is 
observed, however, it has not a strong effect on the D-centers. The large concentration of dan-
gling bonds on the surface of as-synthesized Si-NPs increases the probability that electrons are 
trapped there, therefore, it may lead to a decreased electrical conductivity. Hence, the decrease in 
overall dangling bond concentration of as-synthesized Si-NPs after etching may also enhance the 
electrical transport between Si-NPs. 
 The freshly etched Si-NPs were stored in air under ambient conditions and the electrical 
measurements were performed on these samples after 26 days and 188 days (Fig. 4.33a). A de-
crease in the conductivity of etched Si-NPs is observed due to their surface oxidation in air. The 
formation of oxide layer re-introduces the oxide barriers and therefore decreases the conductivity 
of Si-NPs. As the oxidation time increases, the conductivity of sample reduces further, which 
may be due to increased thickness of the oxide layer. Additionally during the oxidation of etched 
Si-NPs, the increased oxide layer reduces the core size of Si-NPs and therefore can also decrease 
the conductivity of particles by decreasing the volume ratio of silicon core and oxide layer. As if 
the volume ratio of silicon core and oxide layer decreases, the conduction electron has to travel 
comparatively larger distance in oxide layer compared to silicon core during the transportation 
process. It is clear from Fig. 4.33a that the conductivity of re-oxidized sample did not drop down 
to the conductivity of as-synthesized sample even after 188 days of surface oxidation. The EPR 
measurements of re-oxidized sample (Fig. 4.33c) confirm that the dangling bond concentration 
of re-oxidized sample is lower than as-synthesized sample. Therefore, one of the main reasons 
for the higher conductivity of re-oxidized sample is the lower dangling bond concentration. This 
observation do not concise with the observation of Pi et al. [28], where they found that oxidation 
of Si-NPs after HF etching results in increased dangling bond concentration compared to the 
oxidation of Si-NPs without HF etching. This discrepancy may arise due to difference in the syn-
thesis method and oxidation time of the Si-NPs in both studies.  
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Fig. 4.33. (a) Specific conductivity of as-synthesized, etched and re-oxidized Si-NPs after 26 
days and 188 days of surface oxidation in air. (b) EPR spectra of as-synthesized and etched Si-
NPs. The measured spectrum of as-synthesized sample can be decomposed by computer simula-
tion using the powder pattern of a paramagnetic state with axial symmetry (dashed line) and an 
isotropic contribution (dotted line). (c) EPR spectra of as-synthesized and re-oxidized Si-NPs. 
The EPR spectrum of re-oxidized sample was measured after 197 days of air oxidation of freshly 
etched sample. 
4.3.2 Influence of surface functionalization 
As the air oxidation of H-terminated Si-NPs deteriorates their electrical conductivity, the surface 
of freshly etched particles was functionalized with different alkenes (hex-1-ene (C6), dec-1-ene 
(C10), dodec-1-ene (C12), tetradec-1-ene (C14), and octadec-1-ene (C18)) via thermal induced hy-
drosilylation. The functionalization of Si-NPs with C6 was accomplished at 80°C due to its low 
boiling point, whereas the functionalization with other alkenes was performed at 120°C. The 
functionalization was carried out for 10 h. 
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 Figure 4.34a shows the specific electrical conductivity of functionalized Si-NPs togeth-
er with as-synthesized and freshly etched sample. The measurements were performed under hy-
drogen atmosphere. It is observed that the conductivity of etched Si-NPs decreases after surface 
functionalization. During the surface functionalization, the organic molecules are attached on the 
surface of silicon and an organic shell around Si-NP is formed. The organic layer on the surface 
of Si-NP increases the barrier for the electron transport between particles and therefore decreases 
the electrical conductivity. Figure 4.34b demonstrates the change in dangling bond concentration 
of etched Si-NPs after surface functionalization with C12. It is observed that the dangling bond 
concentration of Si-NPs decreases after the organic termination of Si-NPs. It is possible that the 
etched particles have degraded already to a certain extent before they were measured with EPR 
and therefore the functionalized particles show less dangling bonds concentration than freshly 
etched sample. Another explanation could be that the thermal treatment of Si-NPs during the 
surface functionalization has decreased the defect density. 
 While functionalization with alkenes from C6 to C12 resulted in higher conductivity 
compared to the as-synthesized materials, samples functionalized with C14 and C18 showed very 
poor conductivity. As the length of organic ligands increases, the effective thickness of organic 
layer is expected to increase (Fig. 4.34c) and therefore lead to a decreased conductivity of Si-
NPs. It is observed that the conductivity of Si-NPs decreases as the length of carbon chain in-
creases from C12 to C18, however, increasing the carbon length chain from C6 to C12 show com-
pletely opposite behavior. 
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Fig. 4.34. (a) Specific conductivity of as-synthesized, etched and functionalized Si-NPs with 
different alkenes (C6–C18). (b) EPR spectra of etched and C12 functionalized Si-NPs. (c) Sche-
matic illustration of increase in effective thickness of organic layer around Si-NPs with increas-
ing carbon chain length. 
 In order to understand this anomalous behavior, the FTIR spectra of functionalized Si-
NPs were analyzed. Figure 4.35 shows the FTIR spectra of different functionalized Si-NPs. It is 
observed that C6 and C10 functionalized Si-NPs have relatively higher intensities of surface 
oxides (SiOSi and SiHO3 stretching vibrations) compared to other functionalized samples. This is 
probably due to large number of remaining Si-H bonds and higher oxidation susceptibility of 
particles surface because of low steric hindrance of attached organic ligands. In Sect. 4.2.2.2, it is 
shown that the functionalization at low temperature results in lower surface coverage. This can 
explain the higher oxidation of C6 functionalized Si-NPs compared to C10 because the functiona-
lization with C6 was carried out at lower temperature. The higher oxidation of C6 functionalized 
Si-NPs compared to C10 and C12 functionalized sample increases the overall resistance of particle 
and therefore shows poor electrical conductivity. 
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Fig. 4.35. FTIR spectra of C6, C10, C12, C14 and C18 functionalized Si-NPs. 
 It has been observed that the electrical conductivity of zinc oxide (ZnO) increases in the 
presence of hydrogen [161-163]. In order to examine if there was any influence of hydrogen in 
the electrical conductivity of Si-NPs, the measurements were also performed in argon atmos-
phere. Almost no difference in the electrical conductivity of the samples is observed. As an ex-
ample to illustrate, the electrical measurements performed on C12 functionalized particles in hy-
drogen and argon are shown in Fig. 4.36. A slight difference in the conductivity under both ga-
seous environments can be accounted to the experimental error in the measurements.  
 
Fig. 4.36. Specific conductivity of C12 functionalized Si-NPs under hydrogen and argon.  
 The C12 functionalized Si-NPs show the highest conductivity among all n-alkyl termi-
nated samples (Fig. 4.34a). In order to examine the stability of C12 functionalized Si-NPs in air, 
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the particles were exposed to air under ambient conditions. Figure 4.37a shows the FTIR spectra 
of freshly synthesized C12 functionalized Si-NPs and after 185 days of storage in air. A small 
increase in oxide vibrations (SiOSi and SiHO3) together with a small decrease in SiHn vibration 
is observed, indicating that the surface of particles is very stable against air oxidation. The elec-
trical conductivity of stored sample was again measured and compared with freshly functiona-
lized sample (Fig. 4.37b). Only a slight decrease in the electrical conductivity of functionalized 
particles is observed after six months of storage in open air.  
 
Fig. 4.37. (a) FTIR spectra, and (b) Specific conductivity of C12 functionalized Si-NPs before 
and after oxidation in air under ambient conditions. 
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4.4 Dispersion stability and ink-jet printing of Si-NPs 
In this section, the stability of as-synthesized, etched and functionalized Si-NPs dispersion is 
examined. Additionally, it is shown that the functionalized Si-NPs can be used to print structures 
on a substrate. 
4.4.1 Stability of Si-NPs dispersion 
The particles with mean diameter of about 4.3 nm were examined in this study (see Fig. 4.5). 
The freshly etched Si-NPs are prepared by etching the as-synthesized Si-NPs in HF. It is shown 
earlier in Sect. 4.2.2.3 that ETU functionalized Si-NPs show the highest surface coverage com-
pared to other alkenes under this study. Therefore, the surface functionalization of Si-NPs was 
carried out with ETU at 120°C for 10 h. 
 Figure 4.38a,b shows a schematic representation of as-synthesized, freshly etched and 
functionalized Si-NPs dispersion together with their dispersion stability in air under ambient 
conditions. It is observed that as-synthesized Si-NPs are very difficult to disperse because the 
particles are highly agglomerated (Fig. 4.38c). Additionally, the presence of oxide shell around 
the Si-NPs also limits the choice of dispersion medium for as-synthesized particles. It is seen that 
as-synthesized Si-NPs can be dispersed in de-ionized water but not without ultrasonic agitation. 
The dispersion of as-synthesized Si-NPs in de-ionized water is shown in Fig. 4.38b (vial “A”). 
The dispersion is visibly turbid due to presence of agglomerates. The average diameter of ag-
glomerated as-synthesized Si-NPs measured using dynamic light scattering was about 117 nm 
(see Fig. 8.6a of Appendix A), which is about 28 times larger than their mean particle diameter. 
It is found that the zeta potential of the dispersion is not very high (< 40 mV, Fig. 8.6b of Ap-
pendix A), as a result a significant sedimentation of particles is observed after 2 hours. The etch-
ing of Si-NPs with HF removes the oxide layer and breaks the agglomeration of Si-NPs (see Fig. 
4.12, Sect. 4.1.3). However, it is found that the etched Si-NPs also do not form a stable disper-
sion in solvents because of the re-oxidation of particle. Also, etched Si-NPs are aggregated due 
to formation of oxide layer around them (see Sect 4.1.1). As an example to demonstrate, the dis-
persion stability of etched Si-NPs in chloroform is shown in Fig. 4.38b (vial “B”). A significant 
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agglomeration of particle can be seen after 1 days of storage. The functionalization of freshly 
etched Si-NPs with organic molecules using hydrosilylation process provides passivation against 
surface re-oxidation. Additionally, the organic layer on the surface of Si-NPs provides steric hin-
drance for the further agglomeration of particles. The functionalized Si-NPs can be dispersed in 
organic solvent without any sonication due to presence of organic layer on their surface. In Fig. 
4.38b (vial “C”), the dispersion of functionalized Si-NPs in ETU solvent is shown. However, it is 
seen that after separating the functionalized Si-NPs from their respective alkenes, the particles 
can be re-dispersed in a variety of organic solvents (such as chloroform, toluene, n-hexane etc.) 
and the dispersion is extremely stable. The functionalized Si-NPs form a clear dispersion due to 
presence of non-agglomerated particles (Fig. 4.38c). The preservation of a non-polar particle 
surface provides better dispersability and long-term stability in organic solvents. The average 
diameter of functionalized Si-NPs measured using dynamic light scattering was about 28 nm, 
which is bigger than the mean particle diameter of as-synthesized Si-NPs due to the coating with 
organic molecules and probably some remaining agglomeration. No reasonable change in hydro-
dynamic diameter of functionalized Si-NPs is observed after 1 week of storage (see Fig. 8.7 of 
Appendix A), indicating that the dispersion is stable with time and no sedimentation of functio-
nalized Si-NPs was observed even after eight months (visible inspection). The functionalized Si-
NPs can also be dispersed in aqueous solvents by using hydrophilic ligands [164]. 
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Fig. 4.38. (a) A schematic representation, and (b) the dispersion stability of as-synthesized (sam-
ple A), freshly etched (sample B) and functionalized Si-NPs (sample C) dispersion in deionized 
water, chloroform and ETU solvent, respectively. (c) Bright field TEM image of as-synthesized 
(left) and functionalized (right) Si-NPs.  
4.4.2 Printing of functionalized Si-NPs 
As the dispersion of functionalized Si-NPs is very stable, it can be used to print structures on a 
substrate. The printing of functionalized Si-NPs was performed using mask and ink-jet printing. 
As an example, the mask printed layer of yellow-orange and red luminescing functionalized Si-
NPs on a glass substrate is shown in Fig. 4.39. These particles were prepared by etching of Si-
NPs (dp ~ 13.2 nm, Fig. 4.4) with a mixture of HF and HNO3 for different times and subsequent 
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surface functionalization with ETU at 120°C for 10 h. Before printing, the functionalized par-
ticles were separated from their alkene solution by centrifugation. Thereafter, the particles were 
re-dispersed in methanol and the dispersion was poured drop by drop on a glass substrate using a 
mask. Thin layer of functionalized Si-NPs was formed on a glass substrate by subsequent drying 
of particles at room temperature.  
 
Fig. 4.39. Photographs of functionalized Si-NPs printed on a glass substrate using mask in nor-
mal daylight (top) and under UV illumination (bottom): (a) Using yellow-orange luminescing, 
and (b) red luminescing particles.  
 Printing technology like screen-printing and spin coating are not useful if the concentra-
tion of particles in the dispersion is very low. Additionally, these technologies need masks to 
write a well-defined pattern. Using ink-jet printing, the deposition of very small volume of sus-
pensions in a well-defined pattern is possible and the direct structured deposition removes the 
need for masks leading to an efficient use of material. Moreover, ink-jet printing offers the depo-
sition of nanoparticle dispersions with very low concentration due to the possibility of multilayer 
printing.  
 An ink with very low concentration of particles (~ 0.4 wt. %) was prepared, which show 
bright orange luminescence upon excitation with UV light (Fig. 4.40a). These particles were pre-
pared by etching of Si-NPs (dp ~ 4.3 nm, Fig. 4.5) with HF and subsequent surface functionaliza-
tion with ETU at 120°C for 10 h. Nine layers of Si-NPs were printed from their ETU dispersion 
on the glass substrate in a layer-by-layer fashion using ink-jet printing (see Sect. 3.1.4 for de-
tails). After printing, the structure was completely invisible to the unaided eyes because of very 
high transparency of the printed thin film. However, when the printed structure was illuminated 
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with the UV light, the functionalized Si-NPs show visible luminescence. Figure 4.40b shows the 
picture of nine layers of a printed structure under UV illumination. The luminescence color of 
the printed structure can hardly be seen under UV illumination because of the high intensity of 
the reflected UV light. The PL emission spectra recorded from the printed structure and from the 
dispersion are shown in Fig. 4.40c. After printing one layer, the structure shows an emission 
peak at 575 nm, however, the one with nine printed layers shows a strong red shift in the spec-
trum and emits at about 660 nm. This phenomenon can be attributed to self-absorption within the 
emitting material [158]. In case of nine printed layers, the PL from small nanoparticles that emit 
at shorter wavelength is suppressed due to the absorption from bigger particles which then emit 
at higher wavelength. The probability of absorption of emission from small nanoparticles by big 
particles increases as it passes through many layers. Similarly in the PL spectrum of dispersion, 
the emission from the small nanoparticles at about 575 nm is suppressed by big particles and 
therefore it shows a main peak around 660 nm and a shoulder at 575 nm. 
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Fig. 4.40. (a) ETU functionalized Si-NPs dispersion in normal daylight (left) and under UV il-
lumination (right). (b) Photograph of an ink-jet printed functionalized Si-NPs structure on glass 
substrate under UV illumination. (c) PL emission spectra from the dispersion, one ink-jet printed 
layer and nine ink-jet printed layers of functionalized Si-NPs.  
 The homogeneity and uniformity of printed Si-NPs films was analyzed by PL scanning. 
The structure “G” was scanned in two-dimensions using intensity integration from 500 nm to 
850 nm and a two-dimensional intensity map was created. With this intensity mapping the con-
centration distribution of particles at different position in the printed structure was analyzed. Fig-
ure 4.41 shows the two-dimensional intensity profile of a printed “G” (consisting of nine layers) 
before and after annealing. The as-prepared structure does not show a homogenous distribution 
of particles over the entire structure as evidenced by a strong variation of the intensity within the 
pattern. The particles are mostly concentrated, where the structure is relatively wide. At a partic-
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ular place, the concentration of particles is high at the center and decreases towards the edges. In 
addition to that the printed “G” has not well-defined edges. The inhomogeneity of the printed 
“G” is mainly due to the slow drying of the printed layers. For our experiments, the substrate was 
heated up to 60°C, which is the maximum possible temperature of the substrate heater used. This 
temperature is very low compared to the evaporation temperature of ETU solvent (BP = 258°C), 
therefore, the printed layers are still ‘wet’ even for longer delay times between the over printing. 
Therefore, the film was annealed in N2 atmosphere at 300°C for 1 h. After annealing, the distri-
bution of particles was more homogenous due to the evaporation of the solvent (Fig. 4.41b). It is 
known from the literature that the morphology of deposited particles depends on various factors, 
such as particles concentration and choice dispersion medium [165]. Therefore, by optimizing 
these parameters, more homogeneous and well defined pattern of Si-NPs can be obtained. After 
annealing, the thickness of the printed structure was measured using XP-200 profilometer (Am-
bios Technology) and found to be between 100–240 nm. 
 
Fig. 4.41. Two-dimensional intensity maps of the printed structure “G” (a) before, and (b) after 
annealing. 
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4.5 Synthesis of cross-linked Si-NPs network 
The particles are arranged in two- or three-dimensions after the printing, which can also be 
achieved by cross-linking of nanoparticles. The printing creates an artificial arrangement of par-
ticles, whereas the cross-linking of nanoparticles allows them to form interconnected particles. 
The cross-linked nanoparticles exhibit new properties, which are quite different from individual 
particles. It has been observed that the size of nanoparticles and the inter-particle spacing play a 
crucial role in controlling the properties of networked nanoparticles. For example, Storhoff et al. 
[63] observed that the optical property of cross-linked Au nanoparticles through DNA depends 
on the DNA linker length. Brust et al. [62], studied the electrical properties of Au nanoparticles 
cross-linked with dithiol. They observed a strong dependence of the electrical properties on the 
size of nanoparticles and the length of the spacer layer. Simon et al. [61] observed that the acti-
vation energy, which is needed for the hopping of the electron from one particle to another par-
ticle during the transportation process, increases after inserting the spacer molecule between 
Pd561phen36O200 nanoparticles.  
 In this section, an approach to form Si-NPs network by the cross-linking of particles 
with organic spacer molecules is presented. The key idea is to use the bifunctional organic mole-
cules, which can bind Si-NPs from both sides. Since alkyl terminated Si-NPs are obtained by 
hydrosilylation of H-terminated Si-NPs with alkene, the cross-linking of particles can be 
achieved via surface functionalization with bidental alkenes (such as 1,7-octadiene). 
 Figure 4.42 shows the simplified sketch of the formation of silicon-organic networks by 
the cross-linking of Si-NPs with bifunctional spacer molecules (1,7-octadiene). The presence of 
C=C bond at both end of 1,7-octadiene molecules allow them to bond with two Si-NPs and 
therefore this reaction leads to the formation of a three-dimensional network of particles inter-
connection through organic molecules (Fig. 4.42b). It should be noted that not all 1,7-octadiene 
molecules, after the attachment of Si-NPs from one side, can bind Si-NPs from another side due 
to large steric hindrance. It is also possible that C=C bond at both ends of 1,7-octadiene molecule 
are bonded to the same nanoparticle. 
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Fig. 4.42. Formation of silicon/organic networks by the cross-linking of Si-NPs with bifunctional 
spacer molecules: (a) A schematic illustration of the binding of two Si-NPs during the surface 
functionalization with 1,7-octadiene, and (b) a theoretical view of resulting cross-linked Si-NPs 
network in two-dimensions. 
 In order to increase the coverage of Si-NP, the smaller particles (dp ~ 4.3 nm, Fig. 4.5) 
were used in this experiment. Due to low boiling point of 1,7-octadiene (BP = 121°C), the sur-
face functionalization was carried out at 100°C for 10 h. In order to examine the differences ori-
ginating due to use of bidental alkene, the surface functionalization of Si-NPs with monodental 
alkene (dodec-1-ene was used in this experiment) was also performed under similar conditions.  
 Figure 4.43 shows the dispersion of as-synthesized, freshly etched, dodec-1-ene func-
tionalized, and 1,7-octadiene functionalized Si-NPs in normal daylight and under UV illumina-
tion. The luminescence from as-synthesized Si-NPs is very hard to see under UV illumination, 
however, they start to luminesce bright red after HF etching. The origin of intense luminescence 
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in etched Si-NPs has already been explained in Sect. 4.2.1.1. It can be seen clearly that both do-
dec-1-ene and 1,7-octadiene functionalized Si-NPs show visible luminescence under UV illumi-
nation, however, the color of emitting light is different. In contrast to the modification of Si-NPs 
with dece-1-ene, the functionalization with 1,7-octadiene results in the agglomeration of particles 
as revealed by visibly turbid dispersion and the sedimentation of large agglomerates at the bot-
tom of the vial (indicated by arrow in Fig. 4.43d).  
 
Fig. 4.43. Dispersion of (a) as-synthesized, (b) freshly etched, (c) dodec-1-ene functionalized, 
and (d) 1,7-octadiene functionalized Si-NPs in normal daylight (left) and under UV illumination 
(right). The as-synthesized and freshly etched particles are dispersed in methanol, whereas the 
functionalized particles are dispersed in their respective alkenes. The arrow in (d) shows the se-
dimented particles at the bottom of the vial. 
 In order to confirm that the functionalization of particles occurred and sedimentation is 
not observed due to the agglomeration of etched Si-NPs, TEM and FTIR investigations on these 
particles were performed. The particles were separated from their respective alkene by multiple 
centrifugations. After each centrifugation, the particles were re-dispersed in pure methanol. At 
the end, the particles were dried in vacuum in order to remove any physisorbed organic from 
their surface. Figure 4.44 shows the FTIR spectra of dodec-1-ene and 1,7-octadiene functiona-
lized Si-NPs together with pure dodec-1-ene and 1,7-octadiene. As expected, the signature of 
unreacted SiHn and SiOSi vibration is present in the spectra of both functionalized particles 
around 2100 cm–1 and 1085 cm–1, respectively. The peak from SiHO3 vibration around 2260 cm–
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1 is also seen in the spectrum of dodec-1-ene functionalized Si-NPs. The signals from C=C stret-
ching vibration at 1640 cm–1 [157] and –CH=CH2 bending mode at 997 cm–1 [157] are complete-
ly absent in the spectrum of dodec-1-ene functionalized Si-NPs. The fact that we still see C=C 
stretching and –CH=CH2 bending vibration in the spectrum of 1,7-octadiene functionalized Si-
NPs are due to spacer molecules that are linked at only one side to the Si-NPs and still bear the 
C=C group at the opposite end. Thus, affirming that not all spacers contribute to the cross-
linking of the particles. 
 
Fig. 4.44. FTIR spectra of pure alkene (black curve) and functionalized Si-NPs (gray curve): (a) 
Surface functionalization with dodec-1-ene, and (b) 1,7-octadiene. 
 The cross linking of 1,7-octadiene functionalized Si-NPs is also confirmed by TEM. 
Figure 4.45 shows the TEM pictures of dodec-1-ene and 1,7-octadiene functionalized Si-NPs. It 
can be seen clearly that the particles functionalized in dodec-1-ene are non-agglomerated, whe-
reas functionalization with 1,7-octadiene results in highly agglomerated particles. Indeed, the 
individual particles are not visible in the TEM images because of the high degree of cross-
linking. As from Fig. 4.45b one can only see the two-dimensional projection of cross-linked na-
noparticles, the images from the samples are captured during the rotation of sample inside the 
TEM to see the extension of connecting nanoparticles in three-dimensions (Fig.4.46). The movie 
prepared by combining all consecutive images can be found in Ref. [166].  
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Fig. 4.45. Bright field TEM image of (a) dodec-1-ene, and (b) 1,7-octadiene functionalized Si-
NPs. 
 
Fig. 4.46. Bright field TEM images of 1,7-octadiene functionalized Si-NPs. The images from (a) 
to (f) are taken by rotating the sample inside the TEM with increasing rotation angle. 
 The difference in emission color of dodec-1-ene and 1,7-octadiene functionalized Si-
NPs is verified by PL measurements. Figure 4.47 shows the emission spectra of freshly etched, 
dodec-1-ene functionalized and 1,7-octadiene functionalized Si-NPs. It is observed that like oth-
er monofunctional alkenes including dodec-1-ene, functionalization of red emitting etched Si-
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NPs with 1,7-octadiene also showed blue shift. However, the magnitude of shift and the structure 
of PL spectrum are quite different from dodec-1-ene functionalized Si-NPs. Further studies are 
needed to correlate the PL behavior of Si-NPs with their cross-linked structure. 
 
Fig. 4.47. Normalized PL spectra of freshly etched, dodec-1-ene functionalized and 1,7-
octadiene functionalized Si-NPs. 
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5 Summary and conclusions 
The discovery of efficient light emission from nanocrystalline silicon compared to bulk opened 
up the possibility to develop optoelectronic devices based on silicon [12, 167, 168]. However, it 
is observed that silicon is very prone to oxidation in the presence of air, which deteriorates its 
optical and electrical properties [25, 38-40]. To prevent oxidation, the surface of silicon can be 
passivated with organic molecules through Si-C bonds [78]. As surface plays a very important 
role in governing the properties of nanoparticles, modification of silicon nanoparticles (Si-NPs) 
surface may alter their properties. Therefore, a high technological interest exists to understand 
the influence of surface modification on the optical, electrical, and dispersion properties of Si-
NPs for the realization of silicon based printable optoelectronic devices.  
 The main objective of the present work was to study the influence of surface modifica-
tion on the optical, electrical and dispersion properties of Si-NPs. During this research, several 
interesting properties were explored, which are broadly associated with the surface chemistry of 
Si-NPs and defects on their surface. The results obtained in present research are briefly summa-
rized below. 
 The Si-NPs, investigated in this thesis, are synthesized in a low-pressure microwave 
plasma reactor via pyrolysis of SiH4. The as-synthesized particles are highly crystalline in nature 
and showed the presence of an amorphous oxide layer on their surface due to oxidation of par-
ticles in air. Additionally, due to collision of particles inside the reactor and surface oxidation of 
particles outside the reaction chamber, significant agglomeration of particles is seen. The surface 
of as-synthesized Si-NPs is passivated with organic molecules by etching them in hydrofluoric 
acid (HF) and subsequent surface functionalization with alkenes. Nearly complete removal of 
oxides from the surface of Si-NPs is observed after HF etching. TEM images showed that func-
tionalization particles are mostly non-agglomerated, indicating that etching and functionalization 
processes resolve the agglomeration of Si-NPs.  
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 It is observed that the as-synthesized Si-NPs with oxide layer have a high concentration 
of dangling bonds on their surface. The presence of these dangling bonds suppresses the radia-
tive recombination of excitons and as a result as-synthesized Si-NPs show very weak photolumi-
nescence (PL). A strong decrease in the dangling bond concentration of as-synthesized Si-NPs is 
observed after etching them with HF. This causes an increase in their PL intensity approximately 
by a factor of 20. It is seen that the etching of as-synthesized Si-NPs also contributes to a small 
blue shift in their spectrum ( = 36 nm). With increased etching of Si-NPs in a mixture of HF 
and HNO3, a shift of the PL emission from red to green is obtained. This confirmed that red to 
green PL emission of Si-NPs is due to quantum confinement effects. The blue emission cannot 
obtained from further etching. It is found that surface oxidation of Si-NPs almost completely 
quenches the PL emission of most of Si-NPs after some time, which compares well with pre-
vious observations [25, 169]. However, during the oxidation of orange luminescing Si-NPs, ma-
terial with blue photoluminescence is formed while the orange emission disappears. The peak of 
blue luminescence did not change its position during the oxidation and an increase in the PL in-
tensity with increasing oxidation time is seen. These results indicate that the blue luminescence 
originates from defect states and not from the quantum confinement. 
 The stability of Si-NPs against surface oxidation was also examined in this study. The 
functionalized Si-NPs showed higher stability in air compared to freshly etched Si-NPs. Howev-
er, incomplete surface coverage of Si-NPs with organic molecules limits their long-term stability. 
The particles functionalized with different organic substances showed different surface coverage 
and thus difference in long-term stability in air. The functionalization of Si-NPs using thermally 
induced hydrosilylation gives the best surface coverage with dodec-1-ene among all n-alkenes. 
The optimum temperature and time for the surface functionalization is found to be 120°C and 10 
h. The Si-NPs terminated with ester groups showed higher stability against oxidation in air com-
pared to dodec-1-ene. Additionally, it is seen that the use of reactants with bulky organic groups 
further decreases the oxidation susceptibility of the particles. 
 The functionalized Si-NPs show bright and stable PL for months (visible inspection). 
Also, the functionalized Si-NPs show high quantum yield (~15%). However, it is seen that func-
tionalization process does not stabilize the original luminescence from freshly etched Si-NPs. 
The particles emitting in orange to red and yellow to green regime show a blue and red shift after 
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their surface functionalization, respectively. It is observed that the magnitude of the spectral shift 
can be altered by changing the coverage of organic molecules on the Si-NPs surface. The par-
ticles with high surface coverage show higher shift compared to particles with low surface cov-
erage. Because a high surface coverage of organic molecules is needed to generate Si-NPs with 
long-term stability, materials that emit in the red to yellow range can be stabilized with this 
process, but stable materials with green emission are not achieved due to switching of the nature 
of shift (red/blue) in the orange-yellow region. Stable blue emission is obtained from the oxida-
tion of orange emitting etched Si-NPs. 
 The electrical conductivity of as-synthesized Si-NPs (dp ~ 52 nm) is found to be very 
low ( ~ 10–7 –1cm–1 at 100°C). Etching of particles with HF increases their electrical conduc-
tivity by four orders of magnitude ( ~ 10–3 –1cm–1 at 100°C). However, the freshly etched Si-
NPs do not show stable conductivity in air due to surface oxidation. A decrease in the electrical 
conductivity of etched Si-NPs is seen with increasing oxidation time. The conductivity of oxi-
dized Si-NPs is found to be higher than as-synthesized samples even after six months of expo-
sure to air. It is observed that the functionalization of freshly etched Si-NPs also decreases their 
electrical conductivity. Additionally, the conductivity of functionalized Si-NPs can be tuned by 
changing the length of organic ligands. Among all n-alkenes, the functionalization of Si-NPs 
with dodec-1-ene exhibits the highest conductivity. Furthermore, the electrical conductivity of 
dodec-1-ene functionalized Si-NPs is found to be very stable in air. 
 It is seen that the stability of as-synthesized Si-NPs dispersion is limited due to the pres-
ence of big agglomerates and surface oxides. Etching and functionalization of Si-NPs causes the 
de-agglomeration of particles and the presence of organic molecules allows them to form stable 
dispersion in a variety of organic solvents. The stable dispersion of functionalized Si-NPs is used 
to print structure on glass substrate. 
 For the cross-linking of Si-NPs, functionalization of particle surface with bifunctional 
organic molecules is proposed. The bifunctional organic molecules can be bonded to the particles 
through both functional groups and therefore can cause a cross-linked network. In this work, 
successful cross-linked Si-NPs structure is accomplished by functionalization of particles using 
1,7-octadiene. 
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 In conclusion, the inadequacy of PL stability, poor electrical property and limited num-
ber of choice of dispersion medium for as-synthesized Si-NPs preclude them for practical appli-
cations. The etched Si-NPs show improved optical and electrical properties, however, these par-
ticles are not stable in air due to surface oxidation. In contrast, the functionalized Si-NPs show 
very good and stable photoluminescence, electrical, and dispersion properties. Therefore, they 
are a good candidates for future printable optoelectronic device applications. 
 The present research work provides a path for the production of highly stable Si-NPs 
ink with tunable optical and electrical properties, and paves the way for the application of silicon 
based low cost printable optoelectronics. 
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6 Recommendations for future work 
The knowledge gained from this work can be utilized to extend the research in Si-NPs in various 
directions. Some of the research recommendations are listed below. 
As discussed in this thesis, the PL emission of functionalized Si-NPs can be tuned by 
changing the organic ligands on their surface. In future, the effect of organic ligands on the PL 
life time and quantum yield can be examined. Additionally, it has been observed that the quan-
tum yield of CdSe/ZnSe core-shell structures capped with organic molecules depends on the 
length of organic ligands on their surface [170]. If similar effects are observed in Si-NPs, par-
ticles with improved quantum yields can be prepared. 
In this work, it was found that the electrical conductivity of Si-NPs can be tuned by 
changing the functional group on their surface. Additionally, it was demonstrated that Si-NPs 
can be cross linked to each other using bifunctional organic molecules. The cross linking of Si-
NPs could result in the enhanced electrical conductivity compared to particles that are not linked 
to each other, as then the electrons do not have to cross the tunneling barrier while moving from 
one particle to another. The use of conductive spacer layers can further enhance the electron 
transport between particles. Furthermore, the use of connecting molecules with different spacer 
length can also influences the electrical conductivity of cross-linked particles. It would be inter-
esting to explore all these features. 
In the research presented here, it was shown that highly stable ink from functionalized Si-
NPs with tunable optical and electrical properties can be prepared. Additionally, it was shown 
that these particles can be used to print the structures on a substrate. It is known from literature 
that the morphology of deposited particles depends on various factors, such as particle concentra-
tion and choice of the dispersion medium [165]. Because the performance of a printed device 
depends on the quality of the printed layer, the optimization of different parameters influencing 
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the quality of the printed layer is very important. These studies need to be performed in future for 
the realization of Si-NPs based printable optoelectronic devices. 
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Table 8.1. Properties of bulk silicon. 
 
Property Value 
Molar mass (g/mol) 28.0855 
Density (g/cm3) at 25°C 2.3290 
Melting point (°C) 1414 
Boiling point (°C) 3265 
Band gap (eV) 1.17 
 
Table 8.2. Properties of hex-1-ene 
 
Property Value Chemical structure 
Molecular formula C6H12 
 
Molar mass 84.1608 
Density (g/cm3) at 25°C 0.673 
Melting point (°C) -140 
Boiling point (°C) 63 
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Table 8.3. Properties of dec-1-ene 
 
Property Value Chemical structure 
Molecular formula C10H20 
 
Molar mass 140.27 
Density (g/cm3) at 25°C 0.7408 
Melting point (°C) -66 
Boiling point (°C) 181 
 
Table 8.4. Properties of dodec-1-ene 
 
Property Value Chemical structure 
Molecular formula C12H24 
 
Molar mass 168.31 
Density (g/cm3) at 25°C 0.759 
Melting point (°C) -35 
Boiling point (°C) 213 
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Table 8.5. Properties of tetradec-1-ene 
 
Property Value Chemical structure 
Molecular formula C14H28 
 
Molar mass 196.37 
Density (g/cm3) at 25°C 0.77 
Melting point (°C) -13 
Boiling point (°C) 251 
 
Table 8.6. Properties of octadec-1-ene 
 
Property Value Chemical structure 
Molecular formula C18H36 
 
Molar mass 252.48 
Density (g/cm3) at 25°C 0.789 
Melting point (°C) 17 
Boiling point (°C) 315 
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Table 8.7. Properties of ethyl undecylenate 
 
Property Value Chemical structure 
Molecular formula C13H24O2 
 
Molar mass 212.33 
Density (g/cm3) at 25°C 0.879 
Melting point (°C) -38 
Boiling point (°C) 259 
 
Table 8.8. Properties of vinyl benzoate 
 
Property Value Chemical structure 
Molecular formula C9H8O2 
 
Molar mass 148.16 
Density (g/cm3) at 25°C 1.07 
Boiling point (°C) 96 
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Table 8.9. Properties of ethyl-2-methyl-4-pentenoate 
 
Property Value Chemical structure 
Molecular formula C8H14O2 
 
Molar mass 142.20 
Density (g/cm3) at 25°C 0.873 
Boiling point (°C) 155 
 
Table 8.10. Properties of 1,7-octadiene 
 
Property Value Chemical structure 
Molecular formula C8H14 
 
Molar mass 110.2 
Density (g/cm3) at 25°C 0.746 
Melting point (°C) -70 
Boiling point (°C) 121 
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Fig. 8.1. Schematic representation of (a) SiH stretching, (b) SiH2 stretching, (c) SiH2 scissor, (d) 
SiH3 stretching, (e) SiOSi stretching, (f) SiH2O2 stretching, (g) SiHO3 stretching, and (h) SiHO3 
bending vibration modes. The arrow shows the vibration directions of atoms. In stretching and 
scissor vibration modes, there is a change in the bond length and bond angle, respectively. Whe-
reas, bending mode is the rotation of the SiH group about either x or y axis.  
 
 
Fig. 8.2. Evolution of the FTIR spectra of ethyl undecylenate functionalized Si-NPs as a function 
of air exposure time. 
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Fig. 8.3. Evolution of the FTIR spectra of vinyl benzoate functionalized Si-NPs as a function of 
air exposure time. 
 
 
Fig. 8.4. Evolution of the FTIR spectra of ethyl-2-methyl-4-pentenoate functionalized Si-NPs as 
a function of air exposure time. 
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Fig. 8.5. FTIR spectra of (a) pure alkenes, and (b) zinc selenide (ZnSe). The FTIR of ZnSe 
shows high transmission of the infrared light in the measured range (900 cm–1–3300 cm–1). The 
spectra of all alkenes are measured in the transmission mode by spreading a thin layer of alkene 
between two ZnSe windows.  
 
Fig. 8.6. (a) Particle size distribution, and (b) zeta potential of as-synthesized Si-NPs dispersion 
in de-ionized water. The particle size distribution was measured using dynamic light scattering. 
The measurements were performed using Malvern Zetasizer Nano-ZS instrument. 
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Fig. 8.7. Particle size distribution of ETU functionalized Si-NPs measured using dynamic light 
scattering.  
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